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RESEARCH WRITING_MLA 
“Research is to see what everybody else has seen, 

and to think what nobody else has thought.” 
  

  ~ Albert Szent Gyorgyi, Hungarian biochemist (1893 - 1986) 
 
“82.7% of all statistics are made up on the spot.”  

 ~ Steven Wright, comedian and writer (b. 1955) 

************ 
Writing based on research presents the findings and conclusions of an 
investigation into a subject. The purpose of such writing is to bring together 
information that has not previously been brought together, to provide fresh insight 
on the topic, and to use evidence from the research in support of a thesis or claim. 
 

Sources providing this evidence must be acknowledged with documentation, 
which requires an attentive mind and a keen eye for detail. To document material 
is to cite (or credit) sources by providing citations within the paper that reference 
the sources used. Acknowledging the source of everything that has been borrowed 
from others is critical to the integrity of your work. To do otherwise is to commit 
plagiarism (see discussion on the following pages).  
 

When should you document something? You must document when you  
 • use information that most people would not already know; 
 • use specific details, like statistics;  
 • borrow direct quotations (the exact wording found in your source); and 
 • paraphrase the ideas, opinions, perspectives, or arguments of others, i.e., 

use your own words, sentence structure, and voice when incorporating 
borrowed material. 

 

This handbook adheres to MLA’s eighth edition, which sharply departs from the 
rigid rules—what one editor called an “insider’s code” of abbreviations and 
blueprints—found in previous editions. MLA has embraced the digital age by 
designing a single, simple template that can be adapted to support any print and 
nonprint source, while also accommodating the many sources found online. This 
allows for greater flexibility, because no matter how fast we type, it is impossible 
to keep up with the changes new technologies bring to the documentation of 
research. To that end, fewer elements are required in bibliographic entries, though 
optional elements are suggested on occasion. The principles behind research 
writing and the overall structure of in-text citations, however, remain the same.  

Keep in mind the following three guidelines: 
 1. Documentation credits the research one gathers and the sources one uses.  
 2. Reader-friendly documentation eases the reader through the writing and 

helps the reader find the sources used. 
 3. The writer’s focus drives the documentation. 
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Paraphrasing, rephrasing another’s ideas in an original manner, can be difficult. 
Some students think they gain ownership when they put the material in their own 
words. This is not so. You must still credit the source. Consider: when you read 
Robert Munsch’s Mortimer to your younger sibling, you are reading Munsch’s 
exact words. But in retelling the story to a young child, you would not claim that 
the story or the idea behind the story is yours simply because you told it in your 
own words. The idea for the story belongs solely to Robert Munsch.  
 

The principle is the same for research.  
 

Plagiarism 
To plagiarize is to use another’s ideas or expressions in your writing without 
acknowledging the source. It is intellectual theft. When using another’s words and 
ideas, you must not give the impression that those words or ideas are yours. 
Here’s your cue: you record in your notes the information that is new to you and 
pertinent to your topic. So . . . if it’s in your notes, cite it.  
 

Because the information is not your own, you must cite the source.  
 

However, you do not need to cite 
 • your own ideas, 
 • common knowledge (“Parades often incorporate patriotic themes”), or 
 • familiar quotes or proverbs (“Two wrongs don’t make a right”). 
 

Unsure? Then cite. It is better to cite needlessly than to misrepresent your work.  
 

Copyright Infringement  Copyright infringement  
is a growing problem as students increasingly rely  
on the Internet for their sources. Many believe that  
online material may be reproduced and distributed 
freely. However, most Internet material is protected  
by copyright law and should be treated in the same 
manner as printed works. The content of uncredited 
articles (including most images) is not free for the taking, remaining instead the 
intellectual property of the publisher, unnamed writer, or unnamed artist.  
 

Wikipedia articles provide a good example. While it is a free encyclopedia 
available to everyone, Wikipedia’s content is not free to claim as your own. In its 
terms of use, Wikipedia forbids any violation of copyright laws and emphasizes 
the importance of attribution: “We consider [attribution] giving credit where 
credit is due.” Just as the Writing Center publishes this handbook, Wikipedia 
publishes its content under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 
License (you will encounter the CC license throughout these pages). Under its 
terms, the protected material is free to use or adapt, but the user is expected “to 
give appropriate credit.”  

 

 

Wikipedia, in its terms of use, 
forbids any violation of copyright 
laws and emphasizes the 
importance of attribution: “We 
consider [attribution] giving 
credit where credit is due.” 
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Surprisingly, some academics argue that gray areas exist. In an online article, 
“Plagiarism Lines Blur for Students in Digital Age” (1 Aug. 2010), New York 
Times reporter Trip Gabriel interviewed a variety of university students and 
educators on plagiarism and the Internet. Some stated that plagiarism involving 
online sources is understandable because some students engage in large amounts 
of (sometimes-illegal) file sharing, which may contribute to the belief that it is 
okay to likewise “share” print files. It is not. Others were even more forgiving, 
believing many students just don’t understand that what they are doing is wrong. 

 

     Not everyone interviewed agreed.       
     Indiana University senior Sarah  
     Wilensky stressed the importance of  
     maintaining high standards for  
     research and notetaking, arguing that  
     blurring the rules that prohibit  
     plagiarism “does not foster creativity,  
     it fosters laziness. You’re not coming  
     up with new ideas if you’re grabbing  
     and mixing and matching,” she said.  
     “Plenty of creative people—authors  
     and artists and scholars—are doing  
     original work. [If] that ideal is gone  
     [. . .] we’re left only to make collages  

  of the work of previous generations.” 
In a column entitled “Generation Plagiarism,” posted online on Feb. 15, 2010, by 
Indiana’s student newspaper, Wilensky wrote that today’s students “are the 
generation of ‘copy-paste.’ We write papers with our sources open in 
neighboring windows on the same laptop screen, and we have access to more 
of other people’s ideas than ever before—without even getting off the sofa.”   
 
Wilensky believes that high schools inadequately prepare students for the 
academic rigor college professors expect: “If you’re taught how to closely read 
sources and synthesize them into your own original argument in middle and high 
school, you’re not going to be tempted to plagiarize in college, and you certainly 
won’t do so unknowingly.” One University of 
California dean told Gabriel that intentional  
plagiarism occurs when the student is “unwilling to 
engage in the writing process. Writing is difficult,  
and doing it well takes time and practice.” But it’s 
worth it. At minimum, those who plagiarize risk a  
loss of credit. They also risk graduation: students  
are sometimes expelled for plagiarizing. 

 

Taking (and not crediting) the 
work of others, whether it’s words, 
images, or ideas, is always wrong—
and students should know that.   
 

Plagiarism is, quite plainly, 
intellectual theft. 

 

“You’re not coming up with new 
ideas if you’re grabbing and mixing 
and matching. Plenty of creative 
people are doing original work. [If] 
that ideal is gone [. . .] we’re left only 
to make collages of the work of 
previous generations.”  
 

Today’s students “are the generation 
of ‘copy-paste.’ We write papers with 
our sources open in neighboring 
windows on the same laptop screen, 
and we have access to more of other 
people’s ideas than ever before—
without even getting off the sofa.” 
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This is where BSD7 policy comes in. BHS teachers and administrators provide 
direction to students (and their parents) on academic honesty. Taking (and not 
crediting) the work of others—whether it’s words, images, or ideas—is always 
wrong; BHS students know that. They  
are taught this as freshman and review  
it in every English class, every year. A 
poster explaining just what counts as 
plagiarism is posted in every BHS 
classroom. The BHS Student Handbook 
spells out the district’s academic  
honesty policy (16.2), which includes  
tips for students, parents, teachers, and 
administrators on preventing plagiarism. The consequences for violating the 
policy are in the handbook as well. Students and parents are advised to review the 
policy; teachers and administrators are ready with answers should questions arise. 
It bears repeating: plagiarism is, plainly, intellectual theft. 
 

It’s really quite simple, as demonstrated in an online response to Gabriel’s article. 
An educator wrote that some of the views expressed reminded her of a day in her 
corporate life when she found that someone else had eaten her lunch. When she 
confronted the person, he said, “I didn’t know it was yours.” 
 

“Yes,” she said, “but you knew you didn’t bring it.” 
 

If you plagiarize, you didn’t “bring it.” It doesn’t get any simpler than that. To 
use content without crediting the source—any source—is to plagiarize. You 
cannot take credit for what you did not write. Document with integrity. 

************ 
Style Manuals and MLA Documentation  
Four prominent publishers of style manuals are the Associated Press (AP), the 
Modern Language Association (MLA), the American Psychological Association 
(APA), and the University of Chicago Press (Chicago). Though these style guides 
share the same broad principles, they differ in style, and so publications, 
educational institutions, and corporations adopt the one that best suits their needs. 
Over time, you will likely use at least two. BHS adopted MLA as its primary style 
for its simplicity and suitability, and because it’s the standard for English 
departments across the country. History departments and the social sciences (and 
professional writers) often rely on Chicago and APA, while the sciences prefer 
APA. In fact, MLA directs writers to Chicago if MLA doesn’t answer their 
questions. MLA is the foundational style at Bozeman and Gallatin High Schools, 
though some teachers may introduce you to APA—in which case, you might find 
Section E helpful. APA is difficult at first, especially if you are used to MLA. But 
mastering one style, like MLA, makes it easier to understand another, like APA.   
 

  

 “If you’re taught how to closely read 
sources and synthesize them into your 
own original argument in middle and 
high school, you’re not going to be 
tempted to plagiarize in college, and you 
certainly won’t do so unknowingly.”  
 

 “Writing is difficult, and doing it well 
takes time and practice.” 
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The Internet 
The Internet and other electronic media make available a vast array of primary 
and secondary source material. Effectively using such resources, however, 
requires special attention—attention not usually required with print material. 
 

Location, location, location!  Print material is fixed and easier to track, while 
websites are fluid. Information you found on a site one week might be edited out 
the next. The site might move or even disappear. Careful documentation will 
serve you well should your online article be updated, moved, or removed. 

 

Do not limit yourself  While it’s easier and faster to find relevant and current 
sources online, relying on Internet sources alone is inadequate. Sources like 
lectures, documentaries, interviews, and primary documents provide pertinent 
information and valuable perspective. At times a print version has information not 
available in the online version. Also, the legitimacy of a print source is verifiable, 
whereas the sponsor or publisher of a website might be difficult to pinpoint. 
 

Which brings us to dated sources. You know . . .  Books. Recently published 
print and online sources provide current information. But dated sources—like 
books, newspapers, and magazines that were published years ago and whose 
information may or may not be out-of-date—can be invaluable. A dated source is 
something of a time capsule. It provides a snapshot of the attitudes, beliefs, 
customs, etc., of a particular period, especially the period in which it was written. 
Many such sources provide abundant detail, language, and illustrations that 
cannot be found elsewhere and so possess a richness—a heft—that is simply 
unavailable from any online source. Do not limit your understanding of a subject 
or your exposure to its many facets by limiting yourself solely to the Internet.  
 

Evaluating Websites  A website’s impressive appearance does not make it a 
credible source. The Internet does not screen for credibility, so you must evaluate 
the reliability and authority of a website on your own. Is it unbiased? accurate? 
current? verifiable? Who posted the information—an expert, such as a licensed 
nutritionist, or a pretend expert writing from who-knows-where? Is the sponsor or 
publisher of the site an authority on the topic . . . or is there an underlying agenda? 
 

These questions go unanswered in Wikipedia, making this “people’s 
encyclopedia” that “anyone can edit” (emphasis added) an inappropriate source. 
Some view Wikipedia as an all-in-one resource—but that’s not research. Research 
takes actual effort. And while editorial oversight has improved since its founding, 
errors and content intended to mislead still slip in. An article posted by a biologist 
might be credible on Monday, but by Tuesday it may have been edited by one 
whose identity and credibility cannot be verified. You cannot know what’s 
legitimate and what’s not: Wikipedia’s fluid nature renders it invalid. You may 
find an excellent overview of the topic, but you cannot vouch for the contributors.  
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Wikipedia itself cautions its users with this disclaimer: “WIKIPEDIA MAKES NO 
GUARANTEE OF VALIDITY.” It further warns that “Essays may represent 
widespread norms or minority viewpoints. Consider these views with discretion 
[. . .]. Please be advised that nothing found here has necessarily been reviewed by 
people with the expertise required to provide you with complete, accurate, or 
reliable information” (emphasis added).  
 

In an interview with Time magazine, Wikipedia founder Jimmy Wales admitted 
that teachers are correct in saying that Wikipedia is not a legitimate source: 
“People do need to be aware of how it is created and edited so they can treat it 
with the appropriate caution. The site is a wonderful starting point for research. 
But it’s only a starting point because there’s always a chance that there’s 
something wrong, [. . .] check your sources if you are writing a paper.”  
 

If you cannot identify the source of the information or determine the credibility of 
its authorship, do not use the information in an academic research paper as if it 
were a credible source.   
 

Because the validity of your work begins with your sources, online sources in 
particular—with their here-today-gone-tomorrow nature—deserve a closer look. 
 

You’ve Seen the Headlines: 
 

“HILARY: SIX MONTHS TO LIVE!”  “TED CRUZ FATHER LINKED TO JFK ASSASSINATION!”  
 

When a story goes breathless with exclamation marks and all-caps to draw readers 
in, to convince them of the validity behind the story, the story cannot be trusted. 
Yet some want to believe such headlines, so they do. It’s that simple. 
 

Most fake news, however, is much more subtle, weaving false statements through 
a more-or-less factual story. These false statements are not corrected but are 
allowed to spread unchecked. The story may lack evidence. Quotes or photos may 
have been taken out of context. The purpose, at the very least, is to sow doubt in 
the reader about a person or incident to bolster a reader’s worst predispositions. 
 

Understanding what is authentic and what is fake is critical. Evaluate what you 
read online as a matter of principle. Don’t make decisions based on bad 
information; don’t be responsible for spreading false information. And don’t base 
your research on questionable news sources or cherry pick the evidence that best 
suits you while ignoring that which might shed a different light on things.  
 

Generally, fake news has three characteristics: it exploits biases and prejudices, is 
factually inaccurate, and is easy to share. What is not fake news?  
 

 • A story is not fake just because you don’t like what you read or find it 
inconvenient. 

 • It is not fake if it contains a factual error. Mistakes happen, and valid news 
organizations and sites issue corrections as soon as the error is recognized.  

 • It is not fake if it is satire, like “news” from The Onion or The Daily Show.  
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Own Your Biases 
Each of us has a responsibility to recognize our biases and keep them in check. 
There is implicit bias, which results from trusting those we consider members of 
our own group, whatever group that may be. There is also confirmation bias, 
which is the tendency to seek and share information that confirms preexisting 
beliefs, the preconceived notion of how things are supposed to be. 
 

Follow these steps to determine whether a story—or a site—is fake: 
 1. Verify the source: Does the site have a subtitle that refers to “alternative 

news”? Is the site for those “seeking the truth”? Understand that facts are 
facts; there are no “alternative facts.” Read the “About” section to see just 
who or what entity is behind the site, then investigate that entity to see who 
is behind that, what groups might endorse or fund that organization.  

 

  Say you are researching a subject of great concern to you, such as climate 
change. You find a number of studies that challenge the very idea. Don’t 
automatically discount those sources because you don’t agree with their 
premise—but do look further. Are the findings based on actual science? 
Who funded the studies? Oil companies? Think tanks? Who is behind those 
think tanks? Look at the body of scientists referenced. Are they widely 
respected as experts in their field? Do they base their findings on science? 

 

  Maybe the issue is a drug, a particular pharmaceutical. Does it live up to its 
claims? Who is behind the research? A pharmaceutical company? Perhaps 
you are writing about gun safety. Is the writer of the article even-handed and 
professional in tone? Is there any name-calling? Who sponsors the site on 
which you found the article? Read carefully. The story can pass every test 
and still be fake. Perhaps most importantly, do a self-check to ensure that 
your own biases are not coloring your perspective or evaluation. 

 

  What about opinion articles, which are by definition opinionated? When 
opinion writers rely on legitimate sources, make concessions, and use 
verifiable evidence to support their claims, their pieces are reliable. Just 
make sure you understand any bias and follow up on those claims. Don’t 
just accept the premise of the piece because you like what you read. 

 

  Do not take any website or page at face value. Check the URL; often the 
fake site will look real because it models itself closely on the legitimate site. 
Google the site to see if you land on the same page.  

 

 2. Have other, mainstream news organizations picked up the story? If not, 
don’t trust the story. Did you read it on social media? Don’t trust the story. 

 

 3.  Note the formatting. We’ve already discussed the use of all-caps and 
exclamation marks. Are there misspelled words—as opposed to simple 
typos? Is the grammar unconventional? The font size?  

 

 4. Who wrote the story? If the article is credited, google the name to find other 
stories by that writer. Does the writer have a history of hoaxes? Do 
legitimate, trusted sources provide links to this writer?  
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 5. Check the links and sources within the article. Can they be trusted? 
 

 6. Be alert for questionable quotes, photos, and embedded videos. With today’s 
technology, it is all too easy to Photoshop a picture or to edit a video to 
make it seem as if the person being filmed said something entirely different 
than what was actually said.  

 

 7. And just why are you using this new story, anyway? Does it confirm your-
already entrenched views? Does it validate “what you always felt”? If so, 
pause for a second to consider your motives. Don’t use any news story as a 
source or share it with others unless you are absolutely confident it is factual 
and comes from a trusted site. And then, if you have not already done so, 
educate yourself on the opposing perspective. This is critical. If you find 
you cannot make a concession, if you can’t admit that the opposing 
perspective has a good point now and then, if you cannot explain why the 
opposition holds that contrary view, you need to educate yourself further 
before you can educate others. 

 

Fake news flourishes because of a growing distrust of the media and government 
—which, in circular fashion, is sometimes due to fake news. It’s also easier to 
create content without the burden of fact-checking. People, in general, have 
shrinking attention spans or are simply too busy to dig deeper. Fake news stories 
appeal to our emotions. The explosive growth of Internet bots spreads fake news 
faster than ever—especially through social media. Don’t be party to this. If the 
position you are taking has substance, you will find the legitimate sites you need. 
 

Amateur blogs, personal emails and home pages, and online chats can be helpful 
for sharing ideas or taking a snapshot of public attitudes. But they are not 
typically credible resources for academic research. Using the Internet for 
academic research takes training, practice, patience, and attention to detail. 
When unsure, ask a teacher or librarian to check these and other Internet sources.  

************ 
Now that you’ve been warned about using Wikipedia and other questionable 
online content for academic research, let’s discuss appropriate resources, like a 
few to which our school libraries subscribe. Webpath Express provides a path to 
credible sources. SIRS, EBSCO, and JSTOR are three database warehouses that 
provide a variety of reliable, vetted sources. These and other digitized reference 
centers to which our libraries subscribe contain thousands of topics and full-text 
files from magazines, newspapers, books, broadcasts, and more.  
 

Another excellent source type is the interview. One can find plenty of strong and 
legitimate sources in print and online. However, the interview provides what other 
sources cannot: timely content and a link to the community, whatever community 
that may be. Ideally the interview will be in person. Regardless, you will find an 
immediacy in an interview that you cannot find elsewhere, and the personal 
exchange in an interview can provide better, more in-depth material.  
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The Interview 
Some of the tips below, on arranging and conducting an interview, were adapted 
from Mrs. Wyatt’s handout on interviewing and Kevin M. Kelleghan’s “The Key 
to Skillful Interviewing” (The Writer, Nov. 1999, 23+).  
 

Identify an expert in your field of research who is neither a teacher in the high 
school nor a family member. The idea is to communicate with the broader world. 
 

Contact your subject as soon as possible to set up an appointment.  Schedule 
your interview early; your expert is a busy person and will likely contribute a 
great deal to your work. Wait too long and you might not make contact. Give 
ample notice, as your subject might not be available at your convenience. A last-
minute conflict could derail your plans and you might not get a second chance. 
 

Show courtesy.  Your interviewee has made time for you and is prepared to give 
you his full attention. He is doing you a favor. Show your appreciation: dress 
appropriately, even professionally—no hats, no sweats, no underwear showing, 
etc. If you’re wondering if your dress is appropriate enough, it probably isn’t. 
Arrive early. Be courteous: introduce yourself, shake hands, maintain eye-contact. 
Write a handwritten thank-you card afterward and mail it. That’s right. Mail it. 
 

Craft your questions with care.  Each question must be precise and to the point. 
Complicated, unclear questions can irritate your subject to the point of 
impatience. Compose more questions than you can use. The interviewee will 
expect you to come prepared and to understand the basics of the topic—you have 
been conducting research, after all. Your interviewee will feel time has been 
wasted if left carrying the interview.  
 

Make every question open-ended.  Who, What, Why, or When questions 
generate discussions. Do you or Don’t you questions can result in a Yes or No; be 
ready to follow up with a Why? if you receive either answer. Be conversational. 
 

Move forward.  Organize your questions so that the conversation progresses 
naturally. If your questions jump around, both of you will become confused and 
you may not get a clear or complete response. 
 

Submit typed questions for your instructor’s review and feedback. 
 

Practice questions in advance. Practice some more. Practice again. 
 

Document the interviewee’s answers with careful notetaking; if you are unsure 
about what you heard, ask for clarification. Ask for permission before recording 
the interview; it’s not only common courtesy to do so, it’s the law.  
 

Better listening skills make better writing. Don’t waste this opportunity by 
losing focus. Re-write your notes as soon as is possible after the interview while 
everything is still fresh in your mind.  
 

A good interview can be one of your most valuable sources, so it deserves careful 
preparation. Be thoughtful; the interview will be only as good as the questions 
you devise and the attention you give it.     
 

But let’s back up a bit and review the steps important to research writing.  
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Follow this process when you embark upon research writing: 
Select a topic; carefully consider any options your teacher might provide or a 
topic that has long sparked your interest. You will spend a good deal of time with 
your research paper, so be selective.  
 

Create a working claim and a working outline to guide your search for sources.  
 

Because it anchors the writing by providing a clear point of origin and a clear 
destination, the claim is an essential component of a successful essay. It can be 
difficult to compose or refine, so it deserves a closer look. Below is one approach. 
 

 1. Start with a general topic, like Abraham Lincoln. (Too broad as is.) 
 

 2. Limit that to something more manageable, such as Abraham Lincoln’s 
difficult presidency during the Civil War. (Still too broad, but this is a good 
starting point for a working claim.)  

 

With a working claim, you can sketch out a working outline, which can be as 
simple as listing angles to pursue.  
 

Compile a working bibliography of authoritative sources with your claim in 
mind; gather more than you need because some won’t work for you. The choices 
you make will further sharpen your focus; you can then limit the claim further so 
it can be successfully handled in the available time with the available resources: 
 

 3. “The extraordinary pressures confronting Abraham Lincoln worked as a 
crucible, forging him into America’s most sympathetic and eminent of 
presidents.”  

 

This claim takes a clear position and is doable. It will likely evolve further as you 
immerse yourself in your topic and find the evidence needed to support the claim. 

 

Read your sources and take notes on the material that best addresses your 
claim. In the process of taking notes, you would look for and find specific 
examples of what Lincoln endured from which to draw your evidence, and you 
expand your claim accordingly.   
 

Organize your notes, understanding that you will not use them all, and prepare 
the final outline. Expect to deviate from this outline because new ideas will occur 
to you as you write, while you’ll discard others that won’t work so well. The 
outline, even in its final form, is still a working outline. D.15 explains why this is. 
 

Draft the paper, including the works-cited page; further clarify your claim. 
Carefully document as you write. We cannot stress that enough. 
 

Revise and proofread the paper; ensure your documentation is in order. 
 

NOTE: The working claim helps generate ideas for the working outline. It’s an 
informal starting point, the focus of which will sharpen as you research. The 
working outline is simply a list of ideas to drive your research. Some will prove 
useful, others will not. This leads to the working bibliography, a list of possible 
sources that eventually becomes the works-cited page, the list of sources you 
actually use—and cite.  
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The Annotated Bibliography: Assessing Collected Sources  
Writers use the annotated bibliography to review the accuracy, relevance, and 
quality of the sources they have gathered to research. They evaluate their sources 
through a series of questions, such as those bulleted below, and then weigh the 
legitimacy of each in a brief paragraph of approximately 150 words. Sources 
deemed lacking in some way are dropped. (See D.36-60 to format your entries.) 
The annotation examines one or more of the following areas: 
 • The authority or background of the author  What is the author’s 

credentials? Is the perspective objective and the voice free of bias? Is the 
research valid, or largely unsupported? Note any errors or omissions.  

 

 • The appropriateness of the source for the audience  Does the work 
target a general audience or a more specialized one? How does the source 
fit your needs—is it too basic, too advanced, just right? 

 

 • The source in relation to others you have cited  How does the work 
compare with others you have read on the same topic? Does it largely 
support what you’ve read, or does it depart from the findings of others?  

 

 • How this source in particular treats your topic  Is the coverage detailed 
or does it lack breadth and depth? Is it a primary source, one originating 
during the period under study? Or is it a secondary source that provides a 
certain perspective as it interprets or analyzes a primary source?  

 

 Primary Sources  Secondary Sources 
 Generic Types Specific Examples Generic Types Specific Examples 
 Court Transcript ........ the Dred Scott Decision Biography .............................. Mrs. Lincoln 
 Speech ....................... First Inaugural Address Article .............. “The Greeley Peace Plan” 
 Photo ......... Matthew Brady, wounded soldiers Documentary ....................... The Civil War 
 

 • How well the source is written  Is it clear? Well-organized? Accessible? 
 

 • How the source has been reviewed by critics  What have the critics said 
about the work? Is it considered an important work in that particular field?  

 

Sample annotated bibliography entry for a book (168 words): 
Goodwin, Doris Kearns. Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln. Simon and 

Schuster, 2005. Doris Kearns Goodwin is a biographer and Pulitzer-Prize winning 
historian. A respected authority on American presidents, Goodwin meticulously documents 
this prize-winning work with official records, letters, diaries, speeches, and newspaper 
articles of the period. Using sources over 150 years old to examine the subject of more than 
16,000 books, Goodwin winning narrative style paints a fresh portrait of Lincoln. Team of 
Rivals focuses specifically on Lincoln’s genius in putting aside political rivalries to appoint 
to his cabinet men who made no secret of their disdain for him. However, they simply did 
not understand him—at first. Goodwin follows Lincoln’s cabinet secretaries as each 
undergoes a change in attitude, from openly despising the backwoods lawyer to respecting 
his intellect and farsightedness to—finally—coming to love him. At the end, Goodwin 
provides readers a seat at Lincoln’s deathbed, where they witness the anguish of those 
present. This book is a deeply moving portrait of a president come to life through the words 
of the rivals who fought with him to save the union. 

 

While your teacher may not require an annotated bibliography as lengthy 
or as in-depth, the Goodwin entry is a good example of areas to consider.  
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Bib Cards and Note Cards 
Once you have gathered and evaluated your sources, you are ready to take notes. 
The focus here is on index cards because of the simplicity and flexibility they 
offer. Your teacher, however, may introduce a different method (see D.14). 
 

Bib Cards  Use smaller index cards (3”x 5”) to record the bibliographic 
information of the sources you have gathered, one source per card. Assign a code 
to each source—either a letter or a number (follow your teacher’s preference). 
Code one source A, the next B, and so on, in the upper-left corner of the bib 
card. The codes have no other significance, so it does not matter which source is 
coded with what letter or number.  
 

The codes help track your notes and in-text citations back to the appropriate 
source, which is why coding your sources should be the first step you take. 
Carelessness with coding—regardless of notetaking method—makes it virtually 
impossible to cite the source correctly. Be consistent in this; coding plays a big 
role in maintaining the integrity of your research and documentation.  
 

The cards below, for a paper on President Abraham Lincoln, reflect a standard 
method of recording sources—but again, adhere to your teacher’s preferences. 
Source A is Andrew Foote’s chapter, “This House of Lincoln,” published in the 
book series, American Presidents, volume 10, issue number 2, in October 2016. 
The chapter runs from page 118 to page 221. The journal’s title is underlined on 
the card as a reminder to italicize it on the works-cited page. The sample note 
card, below right, specifies what information goes where. 
 

  4x6 index card (note card)* 
3x5 index card (bib card)  

 

Source Code – pg. #          Order of card # 
 
Slug / Heading here 
 

     Fragmented note here. “Use complete 
     sentences only with quotations.” 
 

Pg. # this info is found 
on your final draft 

 

 

A (Source Code)  
 

Foote, Andrew H. “This House of 
Lincoln.” American Presidents, 
vol. 10, no. 2, Anchor Books, Oct. 
2016, pp. 118-221. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Random, Sample Coded Sources (as they would appear on bib cards): 
 A: Foote, Andrew H. “This House of Lincoln.” American Presidents, vol. 10, no. 2, 

Anchor Books, Oct. 2016, pp. 118-221. 
 C: Chestnut, Mary, et al. “Lincoln’s Private Hell.” Smithsonian, May 2017, 

www.smithsonianmag.com/lincolns-private-hell-180952736. 
 D: Goodwin, Doris Kearns. Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham 

Lincoln. Simon and Schuster, 2005.  
 F: “Legends: The Battle of Gettysburg.” Civil War Roundtable, 12 May 2020, 

Montana State U, Bozeman. Roundtable Discussion. 
************ 

*Some teachers prefer 3x5 index cards for note taking because one should avoid putting too much 
information on a card, and the smaller area of the 3x5 card limits the extent of the note.  
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Taking Notes  If you think copying and pasting online content is “taking 
notes,” you will plagiarize. If the original phrasing and sentence structure are in 
front of you—as happens when copying and pasting text from a source—it is 
difficult to rephrase the original wording into simple words and ideas. There’s not 
enough distance between you and the source. Take fragmented notes instead, 
being sure to enclose any quoted material within quotation marks (see examples 
below and on next page). When you are ready to draft, set your sources aside and 
work solely from your notes. That way, the phrasing and sentence structure will 
be your own.  
 

Note Cards   Do not load your cards with notes. You can easily manipulate note 
cards (by slug—e.g., “Childhood”; “Gettysburg: Address”) when it’s time to 
organize your notes, but this is harder to do if you have too much information on 
your cards. Keep them focused and simple. Use words, phrases, and fragments; 
avoid complete sentences unless you are recording a direct quotation. You will 
change the order of some cards when it’s time to draft because you will have 
found a new angle to pursue or will have decided that another was not terribly 
pertinent, after all. Index cards with succinct notes make this easier. (See 
Organizing Your Note Cards, D.15.) 
 

The code in the upper left corresponds to the source as coded on the bib card, 
connecting the note to the source (it helps to put the in-text citation on each card). 
 

 
 

A-119                                                      #1 
 

Childhood 
son of Thomas and Nancy Hanks Lincoln, 
siblings Sarah and Thomas 

 

 

 

                         (Foote 119).                  p. 1   

 
 

D-258                                                       #9 
 

Newspapers: Slurs Against 
Richmond Enquirer: “an illiterate partizan  
[with] openly avowed predilections for 
negro equality.” 
 

                    (Goodwin 258).                  p. 3 

 

 

The information on this first card, from 
page 119 of source A, will be found on the 
first page of the final draft. 

 

The information on this ninth card, from 
page 258 of source D, will be found on the 
third page of the final draft. 

 

 
 

C                                                          #12 
Depression 
suffered greatly; marriage, death of sons, 
war and casualties contributed to 
depression 
 

                   (Chestnut et al).                p. 3  

 

 
 

F                                                             #24 
Gettysburg: Address 
Eulogy_Sen. Charles Sumner, MA: the 
address was a “monumental act.” 
 

  

                         (“Legends”).                p. 10 
   

 

 

The information on this twelfth card, from 
source C, will be found on the third page 
of the final draft. 

 

The information on this twenty-fourth card, 
from source F, will be found on the tenth 
page of the final draft. 
 

 
 

 

Set aside any note cards you decide not to use. Do not record the order of the 
remaining note cards (upper right) or the page numbers tying them to your final 
draft (lower right) until you match the order of the cards to your in-text citations, 
one of the final steps in the process.   
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Some teachers prefer paper or Google Docs to index cards. (Cornell notes 
might be useful here; see Appendix I.) The concepts—codes, slugs, and 
fragments—remain the same. It’s the “how” that differs. Below are examples of 
two methods; your teacher might have yet another. Both methods reserve one 
document or sheet of paper to record bibliographic details for the works-cited 
page; add other pages for taking numerous notes. Caution: you won’t have much 
distance from the original text so paraphrase wisely; do not copy and paste your 
notes! Also, understand that it can be more difficult to organize your notes and so 
achieve coherence and fluency with these methods.  
 

Method One:  Assign a slug, or heading, 
to each page or Google Doc. On this 
page take notes that pertain to that one 
slug only. Begin a second slug on another 
page of notes. You will use a mix of 
sources for each slug (synthesizing* the 
paper); be sure to include the in-text 
citation with each note to ensure 
accuracy in documentation. If taking 
notes on a computer, remember to sort the 
notes in the order within the slug that you 
want to use them. Decide how to order 
your slugs prior to drafting and you will 
have organized your paper. (See D.15; 
Appendix I for Cornell Notes.) 

 

Broad Slug: Gettysburg 
Gettysburg: The Address 
• eulogy, Sen. Charles Sumner, MA: the address  
was a “monumental act” (“Legends”). 
• dedication of cemetery (Kennedy 33). 
• lyrical, brief, had finished before many realized 
he’d started (Foote 120). 
• L felt loss of each soldier: “that from these 
honored dead we take increased devotion to that 
cause for which they gave the last full measure of 
devotion” (Villard 35). 
 

Gettysburg: The Battle 
• June 1-3, 1863 (Burns). 
• CW’s “bloodiest battle” (Frederiksen 243). 
• 51,000 killed: N-23,000; S-28,000; 6,500 died, 
injured, captured Rebs from Pickett’s Charge 
alone; 1,500 horses killed (Burns). 
 

 

Broad Slug: Lincoln as Commander-in-Chief 
With his generals 
• L.: beating South’s armies more imp. than 
taking Richmond (Foner and Mahoney 130-31). 
• Urged Meade: chase Lee after G’sburg; Meade 
didn’t, lost chance for total defeat (Burns). 
 

 

*In this context, to synthesize means to 
integrate your sources. 

Method Two:  Each source has its own 
page or Google Doc. Take notes from 
each source under your various slugs. 
Below are three random pages with notes 
from sources C, D, and I. Write the bib-
liogaphic information of each source at 
the top; add the in-text citation to each 
note for ease of citing in your draft.  
C. Chestnut, Mary, et al. “Lincoln’s Private 
Hell.” Smithsonian, May 2018, www. 
smithsonianmagazine.com/lincolns-private-
hell/180952736. (Chestnut et al). 
Marriage and Sons 
• Mary Todd a southerner; clingy and demanding   
• Son Willie’s died 1862, typhoid; Mary unstable 
 

 

D. Goodwin, Doris Kearns. Team of Rivals: 
The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln. 
Simon and Schuster, 2005. (Goodwin #). 
 

Political Rivals in Cabinet  
• Seward, Bates, Chase, Cameron rivals for 
nomination; each expected to win, Lincoln 
unknown (Goodwin 227). 
• L. didn’t want ‘yes men’; sought differing 
viewpoints, ideas (Goodwin 456). 
• each resented loss, thought to control L; each 
came to respect, love him (Goodwin 560). 
 

On Lincoln upon Death 
• Seward: of L, “the best and wisest man”; at L’s 
death “the great tears coursing down his gashed 
cheeks, and the dreadful truth sinking into his 
mind” (Goodwin 745). 
• Chase: at L’s death, “Now he belongs to the  
ages” (Goodwin 553). 
 

 

I. Burns, Ken, director. “The Universe of 
Battle (1863).” The Civil War, consultants, 
David McCullough and Shelby Foote, 
narrated by Sam Waterston, Julie Harris, and 
Morgan Freeman, ep. 5, PBS, 1990, Netflix, . . . 
 

Gettysburg: Pickett’s Charge 
• Pickett “watched it all in horror”; never forgave 
Lee (Burns). 
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Organizing Your Note Cards  
NOTE: Although the steps outlined below reference note cards, understand that 
the principles behind the steps apply to all methods of notetaking. 
 

Organizing your notes/note cards is the first step to drafting your outline, which 
works much like a roadmap. It “outlines” the route you will take when drafting 
your paper. You cannot know just where your writing might take you, so 
understand that the final draft of your paper will differ significantly from the 
original outline. Just as a traveler may detour from a planned route for a roadside 
attraction—and thus a more interesting trip—the thoughtful writer will consider 
new angles, discard previous theories, and expand upon original ideas. Indeed, 
if—at the end of the process—the organization of the final draft still strictly 
reflects the original outline, you have a problem: you will have failed to consider 
your content critically during the writing process. 
 

The simplest way to organize your note cards is to separate them into piles 
according to the slugs, or headings, you crafted. Using the examples on D.13 for 
the paper on Lincoln, you would have one group of cards under the slug/heading 
Childhood. The notes on these cards would cover various aspects of the 
president’s life as a child, ideally from a variety of sources.  
 

Other slugs might be a bit more defined. For example, say you want to examine 
how newspapers of the time covered Lincoln—but the slug Newspapers is much 
too broad. Your note cards become hard to manage because there is be too much 
material; you would need to sharpen their focus. You might want to discuss how 
editorials shaped readers’ perceptions. You might want to dive into Lincoln’s 
marriage and how sensationalism defined the relationship between the Lincolns. 
Another slug might center on how Lincoln’s speeches were covered, or how 
political cartoon caricatured him. Each of the slugs would be crafted with a 
narrower focus; one might begin with Newspapers:, while the sub-heading would 
have a much narrower focus (Slurs Against or Cartoons). Organizing the cards 
accordingly makes them easier to manage and makes your paper more coherent. 
 

Once you have divided your cards into piles according to slugs, take one pile at a 
time and organize its cards in the order you wish to present the information. Once 
the cards under each slug are in order, you can organize the slugs by deciding to 
write about this one first, that one second, and so on. 
 

Your cards are now in order. In a sense, you just created your outline. The slugs 
from your notes can often be incorporated as headings suitable for a formal 
outline. Just remember that other angles will occur to you as you draft your paper, 
so you will find yourself changing the organization of your material—and that’s a 
good thing. Having a flexible mind makes you a reflective and responsive writer.   
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Formatting Research Documents   
MLA is very specific about formatting the annotated bibliography and the 
research paper, including the works-cited page, so formatting requires your close 
attention. Make every effort to use this handbook on your own, but if you need 
help, please ask your teacher or the Writing Center staff. Remember that properly 
formatted templates for the outline and research writing are available in Drive’s 
bsd7students.org template gallery. Using these templates will allow you to focus 
on your content and writing—which, after all, is what matters most. 
 

The Formal Outline (see example, D.17) 
MLA does not cover outlines, so we’ve drafted our own. A formal document, the 
outline follows MLA guidelines, having the same margins, line spacing, font, 
heading, and placement of title. Extra returns are never inserted. You will find 
a template for the formal outline in the bsd7students.org template gallery. 
 

Begin with a one-sentence statement that clearly states your purpose and 
concludes the introduction. A bolded heading both precedes and shapes this 
statement: if your intent is to inform or explain, you will use Thesis Statement; if 
your purpose is to argue a point, use Claim. Choose the one that best suits your 
purpose. (“Thesis Statement” is used below for demonstrative purposes only.) 
 

Keep in mind the four points below as you type your outline: 
 1. A paper’s running header (Ivanish 1) uses Arabic numbers (1, 2, 3) to 

number its pages (see D.28); the running header of an outline (Ivanish i) 
uses lowercase Roman numerals (i, ii, iii), as you can see by the example on 
D.17. Google Docs will not insert lowercase Roman numerals in headers; 
use a pen to “insert” an outline’s page numbers yourself. 

 

 

 2. With the exception of proper nouns and proper adjectives, you will 
capitalize only the first letter of the first word of each heading. 

 

 

 3. Use words and phrases only; headings are too long if they continue onto the 
next line. Headings are not sentences; do not insert periods. 

 

 

 4. The segments of the outline must be proportional. That is, if you have an 
‘A’ subheading, you must have a ‘B’ subheading. If you do not have enough 
information to put under a second, or ‘B,’ subheading, you do not need the 
‘A’ subheading; the Roman numeral denoting the major heading is enough 
to cover what you have for your content.  
 

Likewise, if you have a ‘1’ detail heading, you must have a ‘2’ detail 
heading. If you do not have enough information for a second, or ‘2,’ detail 
heading, you do not need the ‘1’ detail heading; the capital letter subheading 
is sufficient to cover what you have. And so on . . .  

 

Tabs align the various headings (A, B, C; 1, 2, 3) so they can cascade uniformly. This 
enhances readability. Expectations vary, so adhere to your teacher’s instructions.  
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                (the heading) The Formal Outline (the header) 
 

 

  Ivanish i 
 Lou Ivanish 
 Ms. Knudsen and Mr. Sather 
 American Studies/1-2 
 26 February 2021 

Civil War (working title) 
 Thesis Statement: The extraordinary pressures confronting Abraham Lincoln—the injustice of slavery,  

the sin of prejudice, the threat to the American experiment, the deaths of soldiers, the frustration with 
generals, the rivalry within his Cabinet, the heartache of his own family tragedies—worked as a crucible, 
forging him into America’s most sympathetic and eminent of presidents. 

 I. An unlikely candidate and even more unlikely president (major heading) 

 A. The contrasts between Lincoln and his rivals (subheading) 

 B. Lincoln’s unorthodox ways (subheading) 

  1. The homespun vs. the cynical (detail) 

  2. The lyricism and brevity of his speeches (detail) 

  3. The use of humor to both instruct and calm others (detail) 

 II. From keeping the country together to abolishing slavery (major heading) 

 A. Willingness to compromise to save democracy (subheading) 

  1. Directed at rebellious states only (detail) 

  2. Allowed leniency toward border states (detail) 

 B. Necessity of patience, of war paving the way (subheading) 

  1. Needed a victory: Antietam (detail) 

  2.  Changed focus of war (detail) 

  3. Allowed free blacks and former slaves to fight (detail) 

   a. Blacks empowered, dignity behind fighting for freedom (subdetail) 

   b.  Social commentaries (subdetail) 
 

 

Transitions: Having organized your notes and drafted your outline, you are ready to write. 
Choose the right transitions to maintain unity and coherency. Important particularly in research 
writing, transitions connect ideas, evidence, arguments, sentences, and paragraphs. Review B.4 
and B.6-7 to find the right transition for the purpose—and to keep your writing flowing. 

 

************ 
Formats of Dates; Abbreviations of Months 
Present the dates in works-cited entries in the day-month-year format. Except 
for May, June, and July, abbreviate months in works-cited entries as follows:  

 

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June 
July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

 

Do not abbreviate seasons: Spring, Summer, Winter, Fall.  
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The Research Paper, An Overview (see examples, D.28-29) 
MLA does not recommend a title page. You will find a template for research 
writing (including the works-cited page) in the bsd7students.org template gallery. 
 

The four-line heading identifies the student. (Strictly adhere to the WC templates 
in the student template gallery and your formatting will always be perfect.) If a 
formal outline is submitted with the research paper, the heading belongs on the 
first page of the outline, not the first page of the actual paper. Otherwise, the 
heading belongs on the left of the first page of the research paper, as shown on the 
example on D.28. Other than that, the research paper is formatted like any other 
formal document, with the exception of the works-cited page (D.29). 
 

The introduction and claim (or thesis statement) is the controlling idea of your 
paper; it is typically the last sentence of a one-paragraph introduction. (For the 
sake of simplicity and flow, claim will be referenced.) Think of the claim as the 
point of an arrow. Its purpose? To “point” the reader to the ultimate destination, 
an understanding and appreciation of your argument. But you must first introduce 
the reader to the topic with a paragraph engaging enough to make the reader want 
to continue reading. This begins with a hook, a sentence or two that grabs—or 
hooks—the reader. The hook leads the reader to an overview of the topic, which 
begins broadly and then narrows to the claim, the “point” of the paper, wherein 
your reader will exclaim, “Aha! This is the focus of the paper!” (See B.2-3.) 
 

The body paragraphs support your claim. The topic sentence of each body 
paragraph focuses on one aspect of the overall topic. Begin the discussion with an 
idea that you sustain with concrete details and commentary: an explanation or 
analysis on how and why the evidence you supply matters. The depth and breadth 
of your research determines the number of body paragraphs you will write and the 
number of concrete details you will include. 
 

The conclusion poses the most difficulty for many and is arguably the most 
dreaded part of any paper. It begins with a differently worded restatement of the 
claim to return to the controlling idea. Students tend to repeat the main points 
made in the paper, but the conclusion is not a summary. End instead with a 
paragraph that explains the “so what?” behind your topic. End with a challenge, a 
call-to-action. End with a deduction, a rhetorical question, a prediction, a 
quotation. End with some kind of “–tion” that wraps things up and satisfies your 
reader by anticipating and then answering any remaining questions. Even better, 
leave the reader wanting to learn more. That’s your challenge (see B.2). 
 

When writing to persuade, at some point you will need to make concessions. 
Concessions can be difficult for some students because they feel they risk 
weakening their own position by acknowledging an opposing perspective. 
Actually, it is exactly the opposite. Unless you demonstrate to the reader that you 
understand the whole topic, your writing won’t be the least bit persuasive. If you 
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write only to support your claim, the reader will wonder if you had even 
considered—let alone understood—this angle, that angle, or the other. You 
will not gain your reader’s confidence if you do not introduce an opposing view—
and even admit to some validity behind that view. Show that you understand why 
some hold that view. Your arguments will be more effective if your audience 
understands that you have fully considered the topic, and that after having done 
so—after having weighed all sides of the issue—you support this side. 
Understand too, that every topic has at least two sides, even black and white 
topics like drunk driving. No one, of course, would argue in favor of drunk 
driving. But there is much to debate about how to address the issue. Therein lies 
your argument. Make the concession and then analyze it in a thoughtful rebuttal. 
 

For younger writers, these concessions might be addressed in a paragraph 
(See Appendix I, graphic organizer 7: The Concession Paragraph). More mature 
writers are best served when they make concessions throughout the paper, rather 
than front-loading all their concessions in one paragraph. This makes for a more 
balanced approach and allows readers the space to digest what they are reading, as 
they are reading. Don’t, however, bring up a concession to your every point—that 
would exhaust both you and your readers. 
 

The Works-Cited Page (see D.29)  The last page of the research paper, created 
by inserting a page break, is the works-cited page. If you lose the page break 
already inserted in the template, strike a return after the last sentence in your 
conclusion and restore the page break (Insert, Break, Page break). The hanging 
indent ensures that any lines subsequent to the first in a citation will “hang” at the 
half-inch mark. If you lose the hanging indent, move the left margin marker to 
the .5” mark on the ruler and drag the top half back to the 0” mark.  
 

The list of works cited contains only the works that you cited in the text of the 
paper. Do not include any sources you did not use or any works from a 
bibliography your source used; you did not use those sources. List your sources 
alphabetically by the last name of the author—or, if an author is not listed, by the 
first word of the title (excluding any initial A, An, or The). Understand that you  
 • never insert extra returns between entries,  
 • never number the entries, never insert asterisks before an entry, 
 • never include the source’s code from the bib card before the entry, and  
 • never arrange the entry by source code; remember, alphabetize your 

entries by the author’s last name or the first word or two of the title if no 
author is credited (again, excluding any initial A, An, or The), 

 • never use the month-day,-year format (May 24, 2021); abbreviate months, 
with the exceptions of May, June, and July (see D.17). 

 

Why all the fuss? Understanding the ‘why’ and ‘how’ behind documentation is 
critical to your success in conducting research and presenting your findings.  
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In-Text Citations 
The Why  Each in-text citation  
 • credits the source and specifies where you found your information; in-text 

citations lead the reader to the works-cited page, which provides the 
publication information key to finding each source. 

 

 • provides a quick reference to the source so the reader can connect the idea, 
statistic, or quote to that source; and 

 

 • is evidence of the effort you put into your paper, to the curiosity driving 
your research, and to the respect you show to your sources. 

 

The How  The in-text citation (also called parenthetical citation or parenthetical 
documentation) connects the source from the bib card to the works-cited page. 
Located at the end of the sentence, the in-text citation is an abbreviated reference 
to the source containing only enough information to lead the reader to that source 
in the list of works cited, as in the example below.  
 

Indian narratives of the Custer battle gained credibility through the artifacts 
found during the 1984-85 excavations of Montana’s battlefield (Hutton 572). 

  

 “(Hutton 572)” credits the information contained in the sentence and reveals that 
it was taken from page 572 of a work written or edited by someone named 
Hutton. The reader will find additional information about this source on the 
works-cited page: 
 

 Hutton, Paul A., ed. The Custer Reader. U of Oklahoma P, 2014. 
 

This particular entry does not list an author. Instead, we learn that  
  • the editor of The Custer Reader was Paul Hutton, 
  • the University of Oklahoma Press published the work in 2014, and that 
 • the works-cited entry tells us the source was a book, The Custer Reader.  
 

Each bib card merely lists a single source. But when that source information is 
linked to your text through an in-text citation and then to the works-cited page, 
that entry—placed alphabetically—becomes part of a coherent whole.  
 

The first page of a sample research paper is on D.28. Note the variety of in-text 
citations and how they are tied to the works-cited page on D.29. Note also the 
insertion of the closing period after each in-text citation, rather than at the end 
of the paraphrase (or integrated direct quote). The period belongs at the very 
end because that is where your sentence ends: “This sentence, taken from a 
credible source, demonstrates the proper placement of the concluding 
period” (“Concluding” 35). The only mark of punctuation after the last word of 
the quote is the quotation mark. Below is the works-cited entry:  
 

“The Concluding Period: The Marvelous Minds behind MLA.” Research 
Punctuation, NCTE, 17 Mar. 2020, pp. 34-42. 
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When to Cite (Document) Your Sources 
A frequent question we hear in the Writing Center is “Where and how often must 
I add an in-text citation?” Play it safe when you are unsure; it’s better to cite more 
than necessary than it is to risk plagiarism by not citing all you should. Briefly: 
 a. Add an in-text citation after each source before moving on to the next 

source. If several note cards from just one source inform the entire 
paragraph, cite the source after using the last note card.  

 b. Cite sources whenever you return to them throughout your paper. 
 c. Include your own analysis and commentary throughout. Your reader will 

recognize this as yours and understand that anything that must be 
documented between one in-text citation and the next comes from that 
second source, as illustrated with Source F in the first body paragraph 
below. The cross-outs represent unnecessary in-text citations.  

 d. Direct quotations are the exception. Cite direct quotations even if the 
previous in-text citation or one that follows is from the same source, as in 
the second paragraph below. 

 

Example: The four paragraphs below demonstrate points a-d, above. 
 

(c) This is a body paragraph’s topic sentence. This second sentence contains 
information that must be cited (Source A). The writer’s analysis follows. The 
writer’s commentary follows next. This sentence is the first of three that 
contains information that must be cited, all from Source F (Source F). This 
sentence is the second to contain information that must be cited from the same 
source (Source F). Analysis follows. This sentence is the third that contains 
information that must be cited from Source F (Source F). The writer’s 
commentary ends the paragraph. This third in-text citation of Source F is the 
only one needed, because anything that requires documentation following 
the earlier citation of Source A comes from Source F. Citing each note card 
from Source F serves only to interrupt the flow of the sentence.  
 

(d, b) This is the next body paragraph’s topic sentence. This sentence contains 
information that must be cited (Source G). The writer’s analysis follows. This 
sentence contains information that must be cited (Source C). The writer’s 
analysis follows. This sentence must be cited because “it contains a direct 
quotation,” even though it is from the source that had just been cited  
(Source C). Here is some analysis. This sentence, also from Source C, must be 
cited, because the source would be unclear otherwise (Source C). This sentence 
also must be cited (Source A). The writer’s commentary ends the paragraph. 
 

(a) This paragraph uses Source E only. The writer used four note cards from 
Source E that pertain to the topic of this paragraph. Citing each card would 
interrupt the fluency of the writing, so the source is cited only when the fourth, or 
last, card has been used. The reader will understand that anything that must be 
cited within this paragraph is from E (Source E). The paragraph ends with the 
writer’s transitional commentary. 
 

 This represents an entire paragraph of commentary; no citation is needed.  
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Additionally . . . 
1. Cite two sources used in a single sentence with a single citation. List in the 

order used and separate with a semi-colon: see example below and on D.28. 
 

 One proven way to raise reading scores is to prohibit cell phones from the 
classroom. Teachers sometimes find cell phones disruptive; it is no surprise that 
some students prefer games and social media over reading (Coe; Ry 12). 

 

2. If an author’s name is included in the line(s) requiring documentation, only 
the page number—when there is one—need appear in the citation: (21).  

 

 Text: Rowell disagreed with the department’s findings (21). 
 WC Entry: Rowell, David. “Mayor’s Determination Saves Town.” Manhattan 

 Monthly, 30 June 2016, pp. 21-23. 
 

NOTE: While MLA says the author’s name in the sentence is sufficient as an 
internal citation, we advise adding a complete in-text citation anyway (Rowell 
21); this eases the way to the source as listed on the works-cited page. 

 

3. When an article in a periodical begins on one page but continues several 
pages later, use the page on which the article begins and follow that with a 
“+” sign: (Tod 27+; see D.48. When letters indicate sections in newspapers, 
do not separate the letter from the page number with a period: (Tod B27+). 

 

4. To craft a works-cited entry of a single article from a reference book such 
as the Bender and Leone Opposing Viewpoints series, first credit the author 
of the article and add the article’s title before continuing with the rest of the 
entry; list any editor(s) after the title of the book. 

 

 Ration, Ken, L. “HaHa Therapy.” Opposing Viewpoints: War and Human 
Nature, edited by David L. Bender and Bruno Leone, Greenhaven Press, 
1983, pp. 76-82.  

 In-Text Citation: (Ration 80). 
 

5. To prevent needless repetition when cross-referencing two or more works 
from the same volume, create an entry for the text (Opposing Viewpoints in 
the examples above and below); reference each work to that entry.  

 

 Bender, David L., and Bruno Leone, editors. Opposing Viewpoints: War and 
Human Nature. Greenhaven Press, 1983.  

 

 Freud, Sigmund. “Humans Are Born Violent.” Bender and Leone, pp. 36-40. 
 In-Text Citation: (Freud 39). 
 

 Introduction. Bender and Leone, pp. i-vi. 
 In-Text Citation: (Introduction v). 
 

 Lee, Richard E. “Aggression Is Not an Instinct.” Bender and Leone, pp. 22-25. 
 In-Text Citation: (Lee 23). 

 
************ 
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Formatting the Title Element and Title Case 
Refer to these pages as you draft your paper, especially the works-cited page. 
NOTE: Citation generators will not correct your errors but will simply generate 
whatever you type in. Refer to these pages whenever you need help with titles. 
 

With the exception of titles using acronyms, e.g., CNN and TED Talks, do not set 
titles —or words within titles—in all caps or all lowercase, even if they appear so 
in the original. Use title case instead: capitalize the first word, the last word, and 
all principal words. This includes words following hyphens in compound terms 
(“The All-Knowing Mom”) and colons (“Save a Life: Spay and Neuter Pets!”).  
  

Unless they are the first or last words of a title, do not capitalize  
 • articles: a, an, and the (Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl) 
 • prepositions: in, of, to, by, for, among, under, over, between, before, on,  
  off, with, within, etc. (Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl; Touched by  
  Fire; “Swimmer among the Stars; “Somewhere over the Rainbow”; 
   A Prayer for Owen Meany) 
 • coordinating conjunctions: and, but, or, for, yet, because, etc.  
  (Romeo and Juliet; “Lenny’s Death: Murderous Deed or Compassionate  
  Act?”; All Over but the Shouting; And yet They Were Happy) 
 • the “to” in infinitives: “How to Write Essays”; Now Is the Time to Play 
 

Capitalize principal words in titles, such as  
 • nouns: apple, chair, town, man, desk, murder, happiness, clock, time, 

river, eyeball, air, race, laughter, all, etc. 
 • pronouns: she, he, you, me, I, it, we, they, her, his, them, they, all, etc. 
 • adjectives: over, big, green, beautiful, rippling, rumpled, lazy, creepy, 

crazy, horrible, wonderful, wrongful, delicious, fast, etc. 
 • verbs: run, murder, jump, love, hate, sigh, blow, is, was, were, are, laugh, 

cry, race, hang, stretch, etc. 
 • adverbs: quickly, slowly, happily, well, beautifully, happily, calmly, not, 

never, barely, quite, then, there, all, etc. 
 • subordinating conjunctions: when, where, although, unless, until, 

before, because, as if, as soon as, after, etc. 
 

Formatting Titles: Special Titles  Do not italicize or use quotation marks 
for titles of   
 • generic religious works or chapters (Bible, Koran, Talmud; Job, Psalms),   
 • laws, acts (Title IX, Animal Welfare Act, First Amendment),   
 • political documents (Magna Carta, Declaration of Independence),   
 • societies (American Medical Association, Montana Rivers Association),   
 • buildings (Sears Tower, Empire State Building, Arch of Constantine),   
 • monuments (Mount Rushmore, Lincoln Memorial, Berlin Wall),   
 • conferences (Instructional Leaders Summit, MEA Spring Conference),  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 • workshops and courses (Content Literacy, Biographies of War), and   
 • instrumental music identified by form/number/key (Chopin’s Sonata  

no. 2 in B flat minor, op. 35).   
 

Formatting Titles Using Quotation Marks and Italics  
Use quotation marks to enclose the titles of works published or produced within 
larger works, such as  
 • songs,   
 • articles and essays,   
 • short stories, short poems, and book chapters,  
 • television and radio program episodes,   
 • pages of a website, and   
 • lectures and speeches.   
 

Use italics (underline in handwritten form) for the titles of works or productions 
that are published or produced independently, such as  
 • books,   
 • plays,   
 • epic poems in book form (The Odyssey, The Epic of Gilgamesh, Beowulf)  
 • specific editions of religious works (The Holy Bible, Everyman’s Talmud), 

but not generic terms (Bible, Talmud, Old Testament) or titles of books 
within the work (Genesis, Psalms, Revelations) 

 • pamphlets,   
 • periodicals (newspapers, magazines, and journals),  
 • titled photographs  
 • films,  
 • radio and television programs, 
 • ballets and operas,   
 • record albums, CDs, DVDs, and audio files,   
 • works of art,   
 • websites and databases, and 
 • ships, aircraft, and spacecraft.  
 

Related Formatting 
Italicize or enclose within quotation marks the titles of any works you incorporate 
into the titles of your own poems, stories, or essays:  
 

The Use of Symbolism in George Meredith’s poem “Modern Love”  
Strength of Character in To Kill a Mockingbird  

Italicize letters, words, and numerals used to represent themselves, as well as 
words from foreign languages: 
 

Pompous and pretentious, she referred to Petunia, her poodle, as ma chienne.  
He excelled in reciting his ABCs but stumbled with his 1-2-3s and sincerelys.  
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The Title Element in Works-Cited Entries and In-Text Citations 
Take the title of a book from the title page, not from its cover or spine.  
(See graphics for the Sedaris and Winchester examples on D.36 and D.38.) 
 

Alphabetize your sources on the works-cited page by the first word of the 
entry. It does not matter if that first word is the author’s last name or—when none 
is provided—the first word of the title (excluding any initial A, An, and The). 
NOTE: Letters and words are bolded below for illustrative purposes only.  
 

 Works Cited Entry In-Text Citation 
 “The Art of Cycling.”    (“Art” 57). 
 An Encyclopedia of Bicycles. (Encyclopedia). 
 

If you have more than one source beginning with the same article, alphabetize 
by the second word, just as you would with any other source.  
 

 The Experiment at Hand. (Experiment). 
 “The Man in the Lab.” (“Man” 24). 
 “The Question Everyone Asks.” (“Question”). 
 

If two titles begin the same way, alphabetize by the first word that differs and 
carry that over into the in-text citation: 
 

 Can You Be a Historian? (Can You Be).  
 “Can You Name All the U.S. Presidents?” (“Can You Name” 45). 
 

The same principle applies if you have two works by the same author; alphabetize 
by title. NOTE: For in-text citations, insert an ellipsis between the first word of 
the title and the word guiding the alphabetization if the title is long and unwieldly. 
 

 Asay, Mary. Cowgirls Rule Deer Lodge.  (Asay, Cowgirls . . . Deer). 
 Asay, Mary. Cowgirls Rule Drummond.  (Asay, Cowgirls . . . Drummond). 
 

If the title begins with a numeral, alphabetize the entry as if the numeral were 
written out. For example, “8” would be alphabetized as if it were “Eight”: 
 

 Craver, J. T. Forever in the Mines. ButteAmerica, 1967.  
 “8 Rules of the Road: Hauling Asbestos.” Highway 37, 8 May 2013, pp. 9-15. 
 “Lung Cancer Numbers Escalate in NW Montana.” Chart. Center for Asbestos-

Related Disease, CARD, 2011, www.libbyasbestos.com. 
 

Shorten Titles in Citations  Use only the first word of the title in your in-text 
citation—unless, of course, the first word is an article: 

 

 “The Absurd Is Now the New Normal.” (“Absurd”). 
 “Is the End Near?” (“Is”). 
 A Tree Grows in Brooklyn. (Tree 77). 
 

Shorten the titles of those sources beginning with a noun phrase to that noun 
phrase: 
 

 “Hollow Trees Are Loved by Bees.” (“Hollow Trees”). 
 Small Cars in Jars. (Small Cars 75).  
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The Author Element: Works-Cited Entries, In-Text Citations (The rules on presenting 
authors in in-text citations and works-cited entries do not vary, regardless of source type. You 
will find those examples in the first column beginning with a single asterisk [*] on D.28-29.) 
 

Variations of author element In works-cited entry In-text citation 
*1. No author, any type of source. 

Begin with what comes next— 
the title of source.** 

Article/Web Page, Poem, Short Story: 
“A Proclamation on the Suspension of 
Habeas Corpus, 1862.” 

(“Proclamation”).** 

** Drop articles (A, An, The) in titles 
     of uncredited works. 

Book, Pamphlet, Film, etc.: A Study of 
North and South. 

(Study).**  

     Lengthy, Similar Titles. 
     Alphabetize by first word that 
     differs, use ellipsis to simplify 
     in-text citation. 

“Lincoln’s Use of Habeas Corpus Was 
Unconstitutional and Excessive.” 

(“Lincoln’s . . . 
Excessive” 60). 

“Lincoln’s Use of Habeas Corpus Was 
Controlled and Necessary.” 

(“Lincoln’s . . . 
Necessary”65). 

 

*2. One author. Vowell, Sarah. Assassination Vacati . . . (Vowell 201). 
 

*3. Two authors. Foner, Eric, and Olivia Mahoney. A . . .  (Foner and 
Mahoney 7). 

 

*4. More than two authors. Chestnut, Mary, et al. “Lincoln’s Pr. . .” (Chestnut et al.). 
 

  5. Gov’t. author.  Country or State, 
Agency, Sub-agency. 

Pennsylvania, Dept. of Conservation 
and Natural Resources. Last Days  . . .  

(Pennsylvania). 

2 

*6. Author of front/back matter. 
(introduction, afterward, etc.) 

Michael, Steven. Introduction. Lincoln’s 
Sword, by Douglas L. Wilson,  . . . 

(Michael vii). 

 

  7. Illustrator, performer, 
translator, director, etc. 

Fitzgerald, Robert, translator. The Odyssey. 
By Homer, drawings by Han Erni . . . 

(Fitzgerald 34). 

 

*8. Editor(s), no author. Omit staff 
editors, e.g., Time editors. 

Fredriksen, John C., editor. Almanacs of 
American Wars: Civil War Almanac. 

(Fredriksen 198). 

 

  9. Author of multiple works. 
Use full name in entry on 1st 
reference; 3 hyphens on 2nd.  

Ney, Della G. Middle Ages Revisited. (Ney, Middle 123). 
---. “My Lady: Katherine Swynford.” (Ney, “My”). 

 

 10. Authors, separate entries, same 
last name.  
Alphabetize by first names. 

Fox, Al. Interview. By A. Student . . . (A. Fox). 

Fox, Tony. Photo of Flower Creek . . . (T. Fox). 

      But—Use full first names when 
authors share the same first 
initial. 

Muer, Darby. The Art of Clay: Int . . . (Muer, Darby 76). 

Muer, Darcy. Sculpture of Water Ny . . . (Muer, Darcy). 
 

 11. Titles, Academic Degrees, 
Affiliations  Drop any titles (Sir, 
Saint, etc.) and academic 
degrees. 

Claire Boyes, PhD . . . . Boyes, Clare. 
Saint Isaac Jogues . . . . Jogues, Isaac. 
Sir Elton John . . . . . . . John, Elton. 
Sister Mary Joseph . . . Joseph, Mary. 

(Boyes). 
(Jogues). 
(John). 
(Joseph). 

 12. Name Suffixes  (Jr./Sr.; I/IV); 
place last, after a comma 

Kneller, James L., III. 
McDonald, Ronald, Jr. 

(Kneller). 
(McDonald). 
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Incorporating Quotations: Method Depends on Context   The sample 
quotes make for poor quotations, but space limitations hampered creativity. 
Ask for guidance when in doubt about how to proceed. 
 

1. Identify those experts you quote (or paraphrase) and list their credentials. 
Readers must trust their authority on the topic—their expertise—if they are to 
trust the evidence you provide and the conclusions you draw.  

 

 Not-So-Good: 
 Olive Mason said, “Lincoln was the greatest president” (Finn). 
 

 The reader will ask, “Who is Olive Mason and why should I listen to her?” 
 

 Much Better: 
 Civil War historian Olive Mason: “Lincoln was the greatest president” (Finn).  
 

 As an expert on the Civil War, Mason (and thus your analysis) is credible. 

 

2. Do not just drop the quotation in. First prepare the ground in which you will 
plant it; prepare the reader for what’s coming.  

 

 Not-So-Good: 
 Historian Olive Mason said, “Lincoln was the greatest president” (Finn).  
 

 Much Better:  
 Lincoln tends to come out on top in poll after poll on the question of which 

president was the greatest president. It is never close. As Civil War historian 
Olive Mason writes, “Lincoln was the greatest president” (Finn). 

 

3. Understand the difference between attribution and citation, demonstrated in 
the example above. The citation indicates the source of quotation (Finn). The 
attribution goes to the person quoted: Civil War historian Olive Mason. 

 

4. If the source you are using (in this example, Finn) cites a quote from a source 
he used for his article, you still cite your source: Finn. Let’s say that Finn 
refers to a work he used for his own research, an article about Mason from the 
magazine, Civil War Times. In his article, Finn wrote: 

 

 Civil War Times editor Sol Britzmann spoke with historian Olive Mason, who 
noted that “No American president faced challenges like those met by Lincoln.” 

 

 You cite it thus: 
 

 Civil War historian Olive Mason believes that “No American president faced 
challenges like those met by Lincoln” (Finn). 

 

 You would not cite Sol Britzmann because you did not use his Civil War 
Times article. Nor would you cite Olive Mason, as you did not interview her. 
You would quote Mason but cite Finn, because you found the quotation in 
Finn’s online article. Your works-cited entry would look like this: 

 

 Finn, Owen. “Lincoln’s War.” Civil War Times, 5 Oct. 2019, civilwartimes.com. 
 

NOTE: If you include the author of your source in your sentence, MLA says an 
in-text citation is not necessary; you’ve cited your source internally:  
 

 Finn notes that few dispute Mason’s conclusions about Lincoln’s presidency.  
 

We’d insert an in-text citation anyway to point the reader directly to the 
source on works-cited page. Ask for your teacher’s preference.  
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               (heading) Page One of a Ten-Page Research Paper (header) 
 

  Ivanish 1 

 Lou Ivanish 

 Ms. Knudsen and Mr. Sather 

 American Studies/1-2 

 15 March 2021 

The Forging of a President 

  He had come a quite a way from the log cabin of his birth. After long days of manual labor  

he spent his free time with books. Self-taught, he began his long career as a lawyer, eventually  

arguing cases before the Supreme Court. He served in the Illinois legislature and in time, a relative 

unknown, became his party’s nominee for president, defeating men who were better known and  

better educated (“Proclamation”). Fortunately for America’s future, he somehow won and at the  

time his country most needed him. Today it is hard to imagine any other man having the intellect, 

grace, strength, insight, cunning, and sheer willpower necessary to keep one nation from dissolving 

into two.  Walt Whitman extolled the president’s victory in his elegiac poem, “O Captain! My 

Captain!”: “The ship has weather’d every rack, the prize we sought is won” (Michael x; Vowell 240). 

The extraordinary pressures confronting Abraham Lincoln—the twin injustices of slavery and 

prejudice, the threat to the democratic experiment, the deaths of soldiers, the heartache of his own 

family tragedies, and his frustration with his generals and with the rivalries within his cabinet—

worked as a crucible that forged him into America’s most eminent and sympathetic of presidents. 

 Lincoln wore the roughhewn exterior of his Kentucky birthplace throughout his days, an 

exterior he came by honestly. On the inside, however, he was anything but. Sensitive, funny,  

brilliant, and compassionate, he was uniquely positioned to win the Republican nomination for 

president in 1860, albeit on the third ballot (Foote, “This” 19; Stevenson). Four of his rivals— 

Bates, Cameron, Chase, and Seward—joined his cabinet, each expecting to bend the president  

to his will (Goodwin 187). After all, he was largely untested on the political stage, his appearance  

and voice hid the character and lyricism of the man within, and he was not wealthy. What they did  

not at first recognize, but grew to understand, was that Lincoln was the strongest of them all  

(Foner). He had confidence enough to listen to the advice of men who disagreed with him, men  

who would be truthful with him and tell him what he would rather not hear (Foner and Mahoney  

226). He expertly managed the difficult personalities around him with his understanding of human 

nature and his great, good humor. Under his leadership, his cabinet grew to understand and adhere  

to Lincoln’s strategy in his fight to save the union (“Lincoln’s Commitment 167). His rivals had 

become his team—perhaps one factor in this success was because he was, quite simply, himself. He 

had no use for pretension.  
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The Works-Cited Page  (See D.17 for help with seasons, abbreviating months) 
 

  Ivanish 10 
Works Cited 

 

          Baker, Joseph E. “The ‘Rail Splitter’ at Work Repairing the Union.” Library of Congress, 1865. 
B1675, no. 3, 1865, www.loc.gov/item/2008661827. Cartoon. 

          Burns, Ken, director. “The Universe of Battle (1863).” The Civil War, David McCullough and Shelby 
Foote, consultants, episode 5, PBS, 1990. Netflix, www.netflix.com/title/70202577. 

          Chestnut, Mary et al. “Lincoln’s Private Hell.” Smithsonian, May 2017, www.smithsonianmag.com/ 
lincolns-private-hell-180952736. 

          Foner, Eric. “Lincoln’s Evolving Thoughts on Slavery, and Freedom.” Fresh Air, interviewed by  
Terry Gross, 11 Oct. 2010, Transcript. NPR, www.npr.org/templates/transcript/transcript. 
php?storyId=130489804. 

          Foner, Eric, and Olivia Mahoney. A House Divided: America in the Age of Lincoln. Chicago  
Historical Society / W. W. Norton, 1990. 

          Foote, Andrew H. “This House of Lincoln.” American Presidents, vol. 10, no. 2, Anchor Books,  
Oct. 2016, pp. 18-22.  

          ---. “The Hardships of the Battlefield.” Civil War Journal, vol.422, no. 9033, 21-27 May 2016,  
pp. 49-56. MAS Complete, EBSCOhost. 

          Fredriksen, John C., editor. Almanacs of American Wars: Civil War Almanac. Facts on File, 2007.  
          Goodwin, Doris Kearns. Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln. Simon and  

Schuster, 2005. 
          “Lincoln’s Commitment to Saving the Union.” Abraham Lincoln, book edited by  

Helen Cothran, series edited by James D. Torr, Greenhaven Press, 2002, pp. 63-72. Presidents  
and Their Decisions. 

          Michael, Steven, editor. Introduction. Lincoln’s Sword: The Presidency and the Power of Words, by 
Douglas L. Wilson, Vintage Books, 2006, pp. i-xi. 

          “A Proclamation on the Suspension of Habeas Corpus, 1862.” The Gilder Lehrman Institute of  
American History: AP US History Study Guide. 2019. ap.gliderlehrman.org/resources/ 
proclamation-suspension-habeas-corpus-1862?period=5. 

          Stevenson, Kiera. “Abraham Lincoln.” Historical U.S. Biographies, Great Neck Publishing, 1 Aug. 
2017. Biography Reference Center, EBSCOhost. 

          Villard, Henry. “Lincoln’s Recollections.” Feb. 1904. The Atlantic, Special Commemorative Issue,  
5 Dec. 2011, pp. 34-37. 

          Vowell, Sarah. Assassination Vacation. Simon and Schuster, 2006. 
 

 

NOTE: The sample first page and the above works-cited page are simply illustrative. Space considerations do 
not allow for true double-spacing, so keep in mind that MLA calls for size 12 font and double-line spacing. 
Also— 
• In-text citations comprise the first word of each entry, properly credit the source, and make the entry and 

full publication details easy to find. Compare these alphabetically arranged entrees with the notes on D.12-
14, the chart on authors (D.26), and the in-text citations on D.28 for a better sense of how it all fits together. 

 

• This student consulted the appropriate template for help with each entry: illustration for Baker, streaming a 
film for Burns, a volume within a book series for Charlwood, broadcast interview for the first Foner entry, 
print periodical for the Villard entry, etc. Do not use just any entry and guess. You’ll guess wrong.  
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A Guide to Peer Revising, Research Writing 
 

The tips below build upon those presented on B.11-14. Keep those pages handy, 
but refer also to this guide, which focuses on the hard work of research writing. 
Allow time for this process so you can adequately consider your editor’s work. 
 

The Peer Editor’s Role 
Before you begin, discuss the perimeters of the research assignment and the 
teacher’s expectations. Ask about the writer’s purpose, what snags were 
encountered, and what concerns they might have had about the process.  
 

1. Does the introduction properly prepare the audience for the topic?   
   Does the paper begin with a good hook that makes you want to keep reading?  
   Does the introduction include sufficient background to provide context for the 

claim (or thesis)? Is there too much detail? If so, discuss with the writer just 
where in the paper the detail might be better suited.  

   Does the writer take a clear position in the single-sentence claim/thesis if the 
paper is argumentative? If informative, does the claim/thesis provide a clear 
sense of the limited topic? 

   Does the introduction help you anticipate what you might expect to read? 
 

2. Is there enough relevant evidence in the body paragraphs to support the 
claim/thesis if the piece is argumentative? Is there adequate support that clearly 
develops the writer’s ideas if the piece is informative/explanatory? Note any 
problems in the margins and make suggestions for improvement. 

   Do the body paragraphs begin with clear topic sentences that relate to and 
support the paper’s claim/thesis? Do the topic sentences control the content of 
the body paragraphs? Has the writer provided analysis of the evidence? 

   Does the writer’s use of transitions and method of organization allow for 
fluency of words ideas? (B.4, B.6-7) 

   Does the writer offer valid concessions and strong rebuttals? (if the piece is 
argumentative, B.18-19). 

   Do the writer’s word choices and use of language enhance both your 
understanding of the topic and enjoyment of the piece? 

   Are the quotations properly set up, attributed, and cited? (D.27) 
   Did the writer strengthen your understanding of the issue? If argumentative, 

were you swayed at all by the evidence and analysis?  If not, explain why and 
suggest ways to improve. 

 

3. Does the conclusion leave you satisfied? (D.18)  
   Does the conclusion begin with a restated claim or thesis? 
   Is the conclusion a mere summary? Does it introduce any new ideas?  
 

4. Is the paper—including titles, in-text citations, and works-cited page—
correctly formatted? (D.18-20, D.22-26) Mark any problems you see.  

   Does a period conclude all embedded, in-text citations? 
   Do the note cards align with the order in which the research is presented? 
   Is the research properly cited? (D.21) 
   Are the sources correctly alphabetized on the works-cited page?  
   Are any sources listed that were not cited?  
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The Handbook Template Gallery 
A template for every source! 

More Inside! 
 

MLA ed. 8_Template: Core Elements of a Source 
 

Element Details appropriate for element 
1. Author (Last Name, First).  
2. Title of Source.  
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors,  

5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher,  
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date,  
9. Location.  
Optional Element C.  
Container 2 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher,  
8. Publication Date,  
9. Location.  

 

The New MLA 
The rise of digital media and academia’s increasing reliance on the Internet has 
driven the Modern Language Association to overhaul its approach to documenting 
sources. MLA’s earlier rigid system of documentation ultimately grew too 
complex and cumbersome. So rather than impose what one MLA editor calls an 
“insider’s code”—a variety of abbreviations and blueprints for varying sources—
MLA simplified matters. And just in time, too, because no matter how fast we 
type when revising this handbook, it is impossible to keep up with the changes 
new technologies bring to the documentation of research.  
 

The remainder of the MLA research section of the BHS Writer’s Handbook 
concerns our source template gallery.  
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Reader-friendly documentation makes it easier to track the sources cited. 
Because the same MLA template applies to any source—print, film, live, Web-
based, etc.—it eliminates much of the guesswork, making documentation student-
friendly, as well. Use the appropriate template for the source; don’t go by any 
old template and make guesses about the elements. Examine the source for the 
details required for your citation, as the template standardizes what elements are 
required, where they fall within an entry, and how they are punctuated. Examples 
begin on D.36; help with the elements is on D.34-35.  
 

This source template is downloadable from the bsd7students.org template gallery. 
You can type directly onto the template, as you would with a citation generator. 
You can print the template and write in the details. Paper copies are in the Writing 
Center, and the Berg, Bridger, and Gallatin High libraries. Teachers can share the 
template electronically via Moodle or Google Classroom. For your works-cited 
entry (citation), type the elements in the same order and with the same 
punctuation shown in the template. You can see how it all comes together in the 
resulting entry below each sample template. It’s really quite simple. 
 

The template comprises three sections, two of which are what MLA refers to as 
“containers.” Their purpose—surprise!—is to contain the publishing details 
relevant to the source. Specifically, the first container contains the essential 
details of the source. The second container—when there is one—has its own 
details and contains the first container. For example, say your source is an 
article published in a periodical. The article is the source, the periodical its 
container. There is only one container. However, if that magazine article is 
contained in a database, that database is the second container. A printed book 
doesn’t have a container; it is simply the source—unless you are focusing on a 
single chapter or short story or poem within the book. Then, the title of the 
chapter or piece is your source, and the book in which you found that title is the 
container. A television episode found on Hulu requires two containers: the first is 
the series in which the episode is found, and the second is that which contains the 
series—in this case, Hulu.  
 

Confused about authors and the wide variety in formatting of in-text 
citations and works-cited entries? See D.26. If an author isn’t listed, skip to the 
next element: the title. If your source doesn’t identify the publisher, skip to the 
next element: the publication date. If the date published (copyrighted, posted, 
revised) isn’t provided . . . well, you get the idea. Some elements are optional. 
(D.34-35 details what information goes with which element.)  
 

Unsure what to capitalize in a works-cited entry? Capitalize all proper nouns; 
lowercase abbreviations and common nouns. Refer to the template for the 
appropriate punctuation following each element. The punctuation provides clues: 
if an element concludes with a period, capitalize the first word in next element, as 
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if it were the first word in a sentence. If a comma follows one element, lowercase 
the first word in the next—as in a sentence—unless that element is a proper noun. 
Always conclude the entry with a period, even when a comma would typically 
follow the last element. 
 

The publisher is the party or entity responsible for the publishing the material, 
the party or entity holding the copyright. 
 

Where to find the publisher:  
• Books: Look at the bottom of the title page for the publisher; the copyright 

date is usually on the back of the title page. 
• Periodicals: Unless the periodical is particularly obscure, there is no need 

to list the publisher. Leave that element blank. 
• Websites: Publishers can usually be found at the bottom of Web page; look 

for the copyright date and you should find the publisher. But don’t give up 
if you don’t immediately find the publisher. Instead, click on links such as 
“Terms of Use” or “About Us”; the publisher should be listed there. If you 
still cannot find the publisher, move on to the next element. 

 

It is not necessary to provide the publisher for 
• self-published works (works published by the author), 
• any website not involved in the source’s publication, sites that merely 

archive the source or provide a place for posting, such as databases, 
WordPress.com, Tumblr, Twitter, and YouTube. 

• any container sharing the same name as the publisher. 
 

List publishers sharing equal credit or responsibility for the work in the order 
provided; use a forward slash with a space on each side to separate them  
(see Podcast, D.59). 
 

Finally, MLA says to omit words like Corp. (Corporation), Inc. (Incorporated), 
Ltd. (Limited), and Co. (Company) when providing the name of the publisher. 
Otherwise, present the name in full. 
 

Corporate Authors 
If the corporate author and publisher are the same, leave the author element blank 
and list the corporation as the publisher only, as that is the corporation’s most 
critical and identifiable role. If—as with the example on D.39—a division within 
the corporation is credited as the author, identify the corporation as the publisher. 
 

Actually, the only real change in MLA is the standardization imposed by the 
template. Everything else—formatting the documents and in-text citations, the 
presentation of the author(s)—remain the same. Most fundamentally, the principle 
behind documentation remains the same. If you base your work on questionable 
sources, your work will likewise be questionable. Failure to faithfully credit 
sources will result in plagiarism and you will likely receive a failing grade.  
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Below is a breakdown of what each element and container might entail. If a 
publication detail applies to both containers, list it in Container 2 only. 
 Element  (incorporate the pertinent punctuation, as shown) 
 

1. Author. • the one primarily responsible for creating the source: the 
 author, editor, translator, adapter, illustrator, etc.  
• the corporation, institution, government (skip if the corporate 
 author is also the publisher; begin with the title of the source) 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. Title of Source. • the only element not optional: the article, poem, book, 
 chapter, chart, episode, Web page, photo, artwork, play, etc.  
• use title case, include subtitles (D.23)  
• provide description if untitled (D.56; ‘Drawing’) 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Optional Element A. • when pertinent, the date of original publication if the source 
 was republished in Container 1 (D.41-42, D.53) 

 

Container 1  
3. Title of Container, • the periodical, book, eBook, album, anthology in which the 

 source is found (NOTE: when an entire work, like a book, is 
 a container within itself, leave this element blank; D.37) 
• the website providing the source, like Twitter and YouTube 
 (the site must provide a link to the source; D.57) 
• a television series, a volume from a book series, podcast, 
 website, radio show, exhibit, museum, musical album, etc.  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4. Other Contributors, • the author, when the editor, illustrator, translator, narrator, 
 director, etc., is primarily responsible for work (D.44) 
• editors; writers of introductions, afterwards, etc. (D.40, D.43) 
• the name of the interviewer, if available (D.47) 
• if not significant to your focus, omit this element 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5. Version, • the numbered/updated edition, Kindle edition, Blu-ray (D.38) 
• the King James/revised/unabridged version (D.40, D.42) 
• an app (version 2.4.3); the director’s cut; a podcast (D.59) 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

6. Number, • a periodical’s volume and/or issue, e.g., vol. 3, no. 2 (D.48) 
• a numbered podcast (D.59); volume from a series (D.39) 
• the season and/or episode of a television series (D.58-59) 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

7. Publisher, • listed on a book’s title page; present co-publishers in the 
 (see also D.33) same order as provided and separate them with a slash 
 • a website’s publisher is the institution holding the copyright 
 • the publisher for a live performance is the company or group 

responsible for the production, (D.60) 
 

 If the container (e.g., The New York Times) and the publisher (The New York Times) 
 are the same, as is often the case with periodicals, leave the publisher element blank.  
 

 Drop Inc. (Incorporated), Co. (Company), Ltd. (Limited), and Corp. (Corporation) from a 
publisher’s name; otherwise, provide these names in full. 

 

 University Presses 
 Cambridge University Press  ................................................. Cambridge UP 
 The MIT Press  ...................................................................... MIT P 
 University Press of Mississippi  ............................................ UP of Mississippi 
 

 Example: Hood, Charles. Hard Work and Tough Dreaming: A Biography of A. B. 
Guthrie, Jr. U of Montana P, 1969. 

 

   --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
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 Optional Element B, • the city of publication if the source was published prior to  
 1900 and the publisher was not named; leave blank otherwise 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

8. Publication Date, • the date a source was published, posted, revised, updated,
 filmed, recorded, created, copyrighted, or viewed in person 

 • the date/year/time stamp for containers like Twitter 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

9. Location. • the page number(s): use a “p.” for a single page (p. ii, p. 76), 
 “pp.” for a range of pages (pp. 59-74, pp. 145-67)  
• the permalink, doi, or URL (omit http://, https://)  
• the volume or disc number; an archive (D.51, D.58) 
• the building and/or city for live presentations, such as plays, 
 readings, lectures, protests, etc.(D.60) 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Optional Element C. • the access date (for Web sources lacking a publication date) 
• the form or medium of the source (transcript, PDF, lecture, 
 reading, chart, photo, painting, map, etc. (D.47, D.53, D.55)  
• the title of a book or film series (unformatted, D.39) 

 • the number of print volumes or DVD/Blu-ray discs  
• a congressional bill, report, or resolution and the number of 
 the Congress, its session, the document type, and its number 
 (D.42, D.52) 
• the full details of the publication in which the source 
 originally appeared (if reprinted in another work; D.41) 

 

Container 2 (refer to the page numbers listed for each element in Container 1) 
3. Title of Container, • the website 

• the database, digital library 
• a multi-volume book or disc series  

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4. Other Contributors, • the general editor(s) overseeing the publication of the entire
 container (often academic and reference works)  

  • the producer(s) of television or radio series  
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5. Version, • a specified edition of a newspaper (late ed.) 
• the version of an app (1.4.5); Kindle app., Netflix app, etc. 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

6. Number, • a single volume within a reference or academic multi-volume 
 book series 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

7. Publisher, • the publisher is listed here, in the second container, only 
 when it is relevant to both containers; leave the publisher 
 element in the first container blank because listing the 
 publisher in Container 2 covers both containers 

  • the city of publication, but only when the work was published 
 prior to 1900 and the publisher is not named 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

8. Publication Date, • of multi-volume series (which might span a range of years)  
• of anthologies reprinting works that were published earlier 
• of a DVD or Blu-ray version of a movie produced earlier 

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

9. Location. • the doi, permalink, or URL (omit the http://) where the 
 second container can be found  
• database URLs: keep them simple by focusing on the host: 

 

 Database Shortened URL / Host 
 SIRS databases ––––––––––––––––––––>sks.sirs.com 
 EBSCO databases –––––––––––––––––>EBSCOhost 
 JSTOR ––––––––––––––––––––––––>www.jstor.org  
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Sample Source Templates for Works-Cited Entries / Citations 
 

MLA is fairly flexible when it comes to crafting works-cited entries—or citations, 
as they are sometimes called. With the millions of sources out there, particularly 
on the Internet, it is impossible to cover every kind of source, certainly not in this 
handbook. Nor is the Internet likely to bend to MLA’s will. If you do not find a 
template that fits your source perfectly, you may have to pluck an example of an 
element from one source and insert it into the example you are following. 
 

As long as you make your best effort to follow these guidelines, you’ll be fine. 
Teachers, librarians, and the Writing Center staff can help with any questions. 

************ 
Chapter from a PRINTED BOOK   You will find most of what you’ll need 
for the works-cited entry on the title page; the inset below shows where.*  
 

Element  Details Appropriate to Element  
1. Author (Last Name, First). Sedaris, David.  
2. Title of Source. “1988.”  
Optional Element A.   

Container 1  
 

Theft by 
Finding 

 

Diaries (1977 – 2002) 

 
David Sedaris 

 
LB 

 

Little, Brown and Company 
New York     Boston     London 

 

3. Title of Container, Theft by Finding: Diaries (1977-
2002), 

4. Other Contributors,  

5. Version,  

6. Number,  

7. Publisher, Little, Brown, and Company* 

Optional Element B,  

8. Publication Date, 2017, 

9. Location. pp. 174-99.** 

Optional Element C.  
*Most copyright dates (©2017) are on the back of the title page. 

 

Citation: Sedaris, David. “1988.” Theft by Finding: Diaries (1977-2002). Little, Brown, 2017, pp. 
174-99. 

In-text citation: (Sedaris 186). 
 

MLA no longer requires the city of publication for works published after 1900. 
 

*MLA says to omit words like Corp. (Corporation), Inc. (Incorporated), Ltd. (Limited), and Co. 
(Company) when providing the name of the publisher. Otherwise, present the name in full. 
 

**The location for this example reflects the page numbers of the source (here, the chapter), 
“1988,” as that was the only part of the book used in the paper. Also, when the range of pages falls 
within the same three-digit range (100-199, 400-434), drop the first digit of the second number 
(100-99, 400-34). 
 

Throughout these pages you will see other examples accompanied by an image of 
the source, such as the one above and the one on D.38. They are intended to guide 
you as you look for the appropriate information to include in your works-cited 
entry, or citation.  
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Template for a PRINTED BOOK, Author Credited 
Element  Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Vowell, Sarah. 
2. Title of Source. Assassination Vacation. 
Optional Element A.  

Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  

7. Publisher, Simon and Schuster, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 2005. 
9. Location.  
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Vowell, Sarah. Assassination Vacation. Simon and Schuster Paperbacks, 2005. 
In-text citation: (Vowell 189). 

 
Template for Any Source Published without Author Credit 

Element  Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). * 
2. Title of Source. “Reading and the Brain: Comparing Readers to Nonreaders.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Physiology Today, 
4. Other Contributors, photographs by Darby Mitchell, 
5. Version,  
6. Number, vol. 13, no. 6, 
7. Publisher, (not needed when periodical title and publisher are the same) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, Nov./Dec. 2016, 
9. Location. pp. 45-54. 
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: “Reading and the Brain: Comparisons of Readers and Nonreaders.” Physiology Today, 
photographs by Darby Mitchell, vol. 13, no. 6, Nov./Dec. 2016, pp. 45-54. 
In-text citation: (“Reading” 48). 
 

*Just as nature abhors a vacuum, students often struggle with leaving the author element blank. 
After all, somebody wrote the piece. Students will at times want to use “N/A” to denote “No 
Author.” This is not necessary. The correct approach is to skip the author and begin with the title. 
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Template for an e-Book 

Element  Details Appropriate to Element  
1. Author (Last Name, First). Winchester, Simon. 
2. Title of Source. The Professor and the Madman: A Tale of Murder, 

Insanity, and the Making of the Oxford English Dictionary. 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1  

THE 

PROFESSOR  

AND THE 

MADMAN 

 
A Tale of Murder, Insanity, and the Making  

of the Oxford English Dictionary 

 
Simon Winchester 

 
HarperCollins e-books 

 

3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version, Kindle ed., 
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, HarperCollins e-books, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 2005, 
9. Location. ch. 4. (e-books sometimes 

lack page numbers) 
Optional Element C.  

  

Citation: Winchester, Simon. The Professor and the Madman: A Tale of Murder, Insanity, and  
the Making of the Oxford English Dictionary. Kindle ed., HarperCollins e-books, 2005, ch. 4. 
 

In-text citation: (Winchester, ch. 4).  —insert a comma in the citation after the author’s name 
when the location referenced (ch. 4) is a word or an abbreviated word. 
 
Template for a Graphic Novel 

Element  Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Tolkien, J. R. R. 
2. Title of Source. The Hobbit. 
Optional Element A.  

Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors, Adapted by Charles Dixon, illustrated by David Wenzel, 
5. Version,  
6. Number,  

7. Publisher, Ballantine Books, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 2001. 
9. Location.  
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Tolkien, J. R. R. The Hobbit. Adapted by Charles Dixon, illustrated by David Wenzel, 
Ballantine Books, 2001. 

In-text citation: (Tolkien 89). 
 

Note: Depending on the focus of your work, this entry could begin with Tolkien, Dixon, or 
Wenzel. For example, if you focused on the illustrations, Wenzel would begin the entry, while the 
other two would be listed as contributors. (See also Homer-Odyssey examples, D.44)  
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Template for a Volume from a Book Series 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Arnold, Matthew. 
2. Title of Source. “Dover Beach.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Victorian Prose and Poetry, 
4. Other Contributors, written and edited by Lionel Trilling and Harold Bloom, 
5. Version,  
6. Number, vol. 5, 
7. Publisher, Oxford UP, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 1973, 
9. Location. pp. 593-94. 
Optional Element C. The Oxford Anthology of English Literature.* 

Citation: Arnold, Matthew. “Dover Beach.” Victorian Prose and Poetry, written and edited by 
Lionel Trilling and Harold Bloom, vol. 5, Oxford UP, 1973, pp. 593-94. The Oxford Anthology of 
English Literature. 
In-text citation: (Arnold, pp. 593-94, lines 1-6).   Note: Because the selection is more than three 
lines, the quoted lines would have been blocked. If the writer named the poet and the poem in the 
text to introduce the quote, citing the numbered lines only is sufficient: (lines 1-6). See A.11 for 
example of introductory text and in-text citation. 
 

*Optional Element C, above, identifies the title of the series; such titles are always unformatted.  
See D.35, 3rd bullet. 
 

Template for a Work Crediting a Corporate Author / Booklet, Pamphlet 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Disaster Services Staff.* 
2. Title of Source. “Montana Red Cross Offers Flood Safety Tips.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Montana Red Cross Disaster Services, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  

7. Publisher, American National Red Cross, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 11 Aug. 2106, 
9. Location. pp. 12-16. 
Optional Element C.  

Citation: Disaster Services Staff. “Montana Red Cross Offers Flood Safety Tips.” Montana Red 
Cross Disaster Services, American National Red Cross, 11 Aug. 2016, pp. 12-16.  
In-text citation: (Disaster 13). 
 

*However, if the corporate author and the publisher are the same, the author element remains 
blank; the corporation is listed as the publisher only, as that is its more critical role (see D.33). 
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Template for Religious Works 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First).  
2. Title of Source. The Holy Bible. 
Optional Source A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version, Revised Berkeley Version, 
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Zondervan Publishing House, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 1969. 
9. Location.   
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: The Holy Bible. Revised Berkeley Version, Zondervan Publishing House, 1969. 
In-text citation: (Holy Bible, Prov. 14.1).  —first reference 
In-text citation: (Psalms 2.5).  —the title of the source omitted in subsequent references 
 
Template for Commonly Studied Texts (literature found in various editions) 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Chaucer, Geoffrey. 
2. Title of Source. “The Physician’s Tale.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, The Tales of Canterbury, Complete, 
4. Other Contributors, edited by Robert A. Pratt,   
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Houghton-Mifflin, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 1974, 
9. Location. pp. 412-19.*  
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Chaucer, Geoffrey. “The Physician’s Tale.” The Tales of Canterbury, Complete, edited 
by Robert A. Pratt, Houghton-Mifflin, 1974, pp. 412-19. 
In-text citation: (Chaucer, lines 130-35).  —first reference 
In-text citation: (Chaucer 279-82)  —“lines” omitted in subsequent references 
 

*Page numbers are appropriate in the works-cited entry for this source because they refer to 
one tale among many. However, they are not helpful for in-text citations here or in similar 
works because if your reader is following a different edition, the page numbers will be different; 
cite the act / scene / lines, because those are static, no matter the page number of the edition used. 
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Template for a Short Story, Poem, Essay, etc. (reprinted in an anthology)  
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Hoffman, Daniel G.  
2. Title of Source. “From Black Magic—and White—in Huckleberry Finn.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Mark Twain: A Collection of Critical Essays, 
4. Other Contributors, edited by Henry N. Smith, 
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Prentice-Hall, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 1963, 
9. Location. pp. 101-11. 
Optional Element C. Originally published in Form and Fable in American Fiction, 

Oxford UP, 1961, pp. 317-42.* 
 

Citation: Hoffman, Daniel G. “From Black Magic—and White—in Huckleberry Finn.” Mark 
Twain: A Collection of Critical Essays, edited by Henry N. Smith, Prentice-Hall, 1963, pp. 101-
11. Originally published in Form and Fable in American Fiction, Oxford UP, 1961, pp. 317-42. 
In-text citation: (Hoffman 109). 
 

*Optional Element C, above, provides the original publication details of a reprinted work; D.35. 
 

Template for Primary Source in an Anthology (see NOTES page also, D.62) 

Element Details Appropriate to Source 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Steel, Gadsen. 
2. Title of Source. “A Ku Klux Klan Trial.” 
Optional Source A. Nov. 1871.* 
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Eyewitness to America: 500 Years of America in the Words of 

Those Who Saw It Happen, 
4. Other Contributors, edited by David Colbert, introduction by Steven Kiekker, 
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Pantheon Books, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 1997, 
9. Location.  pp. 269-71. 
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Gadsen, Steel. “A Ku Klux Klan Trial.” Nov. 1871. Eyewitness to America: 500 Years 
of America in the Words of Those Who Saw It Happen, edited by David Colbert, introduction by 
Steven Kiekker, Pantheon Books, 1997, pp. 269-71.  (Include the introduction if relevant.) 
In-text citation: (Gadsen 271). 
 

*Optional Element A, above: The significance of “Nov. 1871” lies in the context it provides, 
especially as a primary source. It frames a snapshot of attitudes and events at that specific time as 
witnessed by Gadsen’s testimony. See D.34, 1st bullet.   
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Templates for BHS Textbooks  
 

Template for Short Story in the Anthology Characters in Conflict 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Hurst, James. 
2. Title of Source. “The Scarlet Ibis.” 
Optional Source A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Characters in Conflict, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version, Pupil’s Edition, 
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 1996, 
9. Location.  pp. 175-86. 
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Hurst, James. “The Scarlet Ibis.” Characters in Conflict, Pupil’s Edition, Holt, Rinehart 
and Winton, 1996, pp. 175-86. 
In-text citation: (Hurst 180). 
 
Template for BHS English Department’s Customized Pearson Anthologies 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First).  
2. Title of Source. “Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Preamble.” 
Optional Source A. 10 Dec. 1948. 
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, British and Western Literature,  
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version, custom ed., 
6. Number, vol. 2, 
7. Publisher, Pearson Custom Publishing, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 2006, 
9. Location.  pp. 126-27. 
Optional Element C. Resolution 217 A (III).* 

 

Citation: “Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Preamble.” 10 Dec. 1948. British and Western 
Literature, custom ed., vol. 2, Pearson Custom Publishing, 2006, pp. 126-27. Resolution  
217 A (III). 
In-text citation: (“Universal” 126). 
 

*Optional Element C, above: Include the number that identifies bills, resolutions, etc. See D.35, 
5th bullet. 
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Template for the Shakespeare Made Easy Series / Drama 
Element  Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Durband, Alan, editor. 
2. Title of Source. Shakespeare Made Easy: Romeo and Juliet. 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Barron’s, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 1984. 
9. Location.  
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Durband, Alan, editor. Shakespeare Made Easy: Romeo and Juliet. Barron’s, 1984. 
In-text citation: (Durband 2.3, lines 67-74). —act 2, scene 3, lines 67-74, first reference  
In-text citation: (Durband 3.5.17-24).  —“lines” omitted in subsequent references 
 
Template for CliffsComplete / Drama 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Lamb, Sidney, editor.* 
2. Title of Source. CliffsComplete: Shakespeare’s Macbeth. 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors, Commentary by Christopher L. Morrow, 
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Hungry Minds, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 2000. 
9. Location.  
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Lamb, Sidney, editor. CliffsComplete: Shakespeare’s Macbeth. Commentary by 
Christopher L. Morrow, Hungry Minds, 2000. 
In-text citation: (Lamb 2.3, lines 107-10).  —act 2, scene 3, lines 107-10, first reference 
In-text citation: (Lamb 2.3.107-19).  —“lines” omitted in subsequent references 
In-text citation: (Lamb 79).  —use page number when referencing commentary 
 

*Editor Sidney Lamb is primarily responsible for the text and so is positioned in the field 
reserved for the author. Reference Morrow in the text when crediting an idea from the 
commentary. 
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Sometimes, a source can be presented in a variety of ways. The way the text is 
used as a source is a factor in its presentation. A student whose focus is on the 
overall story of Homer’s epic poem, The Odyssey, would use the template below.  
 

Template for a Translated Work 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Homer. 
2. Title of Source. The Odyssey. 
Optional Source A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors, Translated by Robert Fitzgerald, introduction by D. S. Car . . . 
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Farrar, Straus and Giroux,  
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 1998. 
9. Location.   
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Homer. The Odyssey. Translated by Robert Fitzgerald, introduction by D. S. Carne-
Ross, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1998. 
In-text citation: (Homer; book 6, lines 244-47).  —lines 244-247, first reference 
In-text citation: (Homer; 6.350-58).  —“book” and “lines” omitted in subsequent references 
 
If the focus is the translation, the entry would begin with the translator: 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Fitzgerald, Robert, translator. 
2. Title of Source. The Odyssey. 
Optional Source A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors, By Homer, illustrated by Hans Enri, 
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 1998. 
9. Location.   
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Fitzgerald, Robert, translator. The Odyssey. By Homer, illustrated by Hans Enri, Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 1998. 
In-text citation: (Odyssey; book 6, lines 244-47).  —first reference 
In-text citation: (Odyssey 6.254-67).  —“book” and “lines” omitted in subsequent references 

************  
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Template for a Website  
Element Details Appropriate to Element  
1. Author (Last Name, First). Meredith, George. 
2. Title of Source. “Modern Love: I.”  

www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44703/modern-love-i. 
 

THE POETRY FOUNDATION 
 

Modern Love: I 
BY GEORGE MEREDITH 
 

   By this he knew she wept with waking eyes: 
   That, at his hand’s light quiver by her head, 
   The strange low sobs that shook their common bed 
   Were called into her with a sharp surprise, 
   And strangled mute, like little gaping snakes,  
   Dreadfully venomous to him. She lay 

   Stone-still, and the long darkness flowed away 
   With muffled pulses. Then, as midnight makes 
   Her giant heart of Memory and Tears 
   Drink the pale drug of silence and so beat 
   Sleep’s heavy measure, they from head to feet 
   Were moveless, looking through their dead black years, 
   By vain regret scrawled over a blank wall. 
   Like sculptured effigies they might be seen 
   Upon their marriage-tomb, the sword between; 
   Each wishing for the sword that severs all. 
 

Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, The Poetry Foundation, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, (not needed; site/container and 

publisher share the same name) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 2018, 
9. Location.* www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/... 
Optional Element C.  
Citation: Meredith, George. “Modern Love: I.” Poetry Foundation, 

©2018 The Poetry Foundation 

2018, www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44703/modern-love-i.   
In-text citation: (Meredith, lines 14-16).  
 

*Omit the http:// or https:// when recording the location—the URL—of a website. To break up lengthy URLs 
on the works-cited page, insert the cursor only after slashes, hyphens, and periods. Insert a soft return (shift, 
return) to maintain the hanging indent.  
 

Another Template for a Website  (Websites vary, they do not provide uniform details. Do 
what you can. If you can’t find a particular, pertinent template element, move on to the next.) 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First).  
2. Title of Source. “Hate and Extremism.” 
Optional Source A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Southern Poverty Law Center, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, (not needed when site/container and publisher are the same) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date,  
9. Location.* www.splcenter.org/issues/hate-and-extremism.* 

Optional Element C. Accessed 27 May 2019.**  

Citation: “Hate and Extremism.” Southern Poverty Law Center, www.splcenter.org/issues/hate- 
and-extremism. Accessed 27 May 2019. 
In-text citation: (“Hate”). 
 

*Omit the http:// or https:// when recording the location—the URL—of a website. 
**(Include when there’s no date of publication.)  
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Template for TED Talks 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Russell, Cameron. 
2. Title of Source. Looks Aren’t Everything. Believe Me, I’m a Model. 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, TED, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, TED Conferences, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, Oct. 2012, 
9. Location. www.ted.com/talks/cameron_russell_looks_aren_t_everything_ 

believe_me_i_m_a_model?referrer=playlist-the_most . . . 
Optional Element C. TedxMidAtlantic.* 

Citation: Russell, Cameron. Looks Aren’t Everything. Believe Me, I’m a Model. TED, TED  
Conferences, Oct. 2012, www.ted.com/talks/cameron_russell_looks_aren_t_everything_believe_ 
me_i_m_a_model?referrer=playlist-the_most_popular_talks_of_all. TEDxMidAtlantic. 
In-text citation: (Russell). 
 

*Optional Element C, above: provide details about the original publication—or in this case, the 
setting. See D.35, 6th bullet. 
 

Template for Email 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Quammen, David. 
2. Title of Source. “Re: Species under Threat of Extinction.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors, Received by Sam Student, 
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher,  
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 28 Dec. 2020. 
9. Location.  
Optional Element C.  

Citation: Quammen, David. “Species under Threat of Extinction.” Received by Sam Student,  
28 Dec. 2020. 
In-text citation: (Quammen). 
Caution: Quammen is a respected (and local!) science writer, making this a credible source. But 
use most self-published communications (emails, postings from blogs and social media) with care, 
if at all. Give context. If the author is not widely known (or if the email/post was not reviewed by 
an editorial board, making it unreliable), explain that it is reflective of a particular mindset 
essential to your topic.   
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Template for Personal Interview 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Burton, Tony, and Joan Alce. 
2. Title of Source. Interview.* 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors, By Sydney Student,    
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher,  
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 10 Mar. 2018. 
9. Location.  
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Burton, Tony, and Joan Alce. Interview. By Sally Student, 10 Mar. 2018. 
In-text citation: (Burton and Alce). 
 

*Indicate phone and email interviews in the title (Phone interview, Email interview). 
 

Template for Televised or Broadcast Interview 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Evans, Harold. [the interviewee]* 
2. Title of Source. “Harold Evans: No More Passive Voice.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Weekend Edition Saturday, 
4. Other Contributors, interviewed by Simon Scott, 
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, (not needed when Container 2, #7, covers the publisher) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 13 May 2017. 
9. Location.  
Optional Element C. Transcript. [see D.35, 2nd bullet] 
Container 2 
3. Title of Container, NPR, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, (required here; see Container 1, #7, above) 
8. Publication Date,  
9. Location. www.npr.org/templates/transcript.storyId=528173. 

 
 

Citation: Evans, Harold. “Harold Evans: No More Passive Voice.” Weekend Edition Saturday, 
interviewed by Simon Scott, 13 May 2017. Transcript. NPR, www.npr.org/templates/transcript.5281. 
In-text citation: (Evans).  
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Template for a Print Periodical (newspaper, magazine, academic journal) 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Tod, Lisa. 
2. Title of Source. “Americans Check Their Cell Phones 8 Billion Times a Day.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Time, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number, vol. 187, no. 50, 
7. Publisher, (not needed when site/container and publisher are the same) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 15 Dec. 2015, 
9. Location. pp. 27+.* 
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Tod, Lisa. “Americans Check Their Cell Phones 8 Billion Times a Day.” Time, vol. 187, 
no. 50, 15 Dec. 2015, pp. 27+. 
In-text citation: (Tod 36). 
 

*If an article is not printed on consecutive pages, give only the first page number followed by a 
plus sign (27+), which indicates that the article began on the page listed (27) and skipped a 
number of pages (+) before resuming. While only one page number is provided (27), “pp.” is 
used because the article spans more than one page (27+).   
 

Template for a Blog* or Online Periodical (newspaper, academic journal, etc.) 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Wiens, Kyle. 
2. Title of Source. “I Won’t Hire People Who Use Poor Grammar. Here’s Why.” 
Optional Element A.  

Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Harvard Business Review, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, (not needed when site/container and publisher are the same) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 20 July 2012, 
9. Location. hbr.org/2012/07/i-wont-hire-people-who-use-poo?awid=88503. 
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Wiens, Kyle. “I Won’t Hire People Who Use Poor Grammar. Here’s Why.” Harvard 
Business Review, 20 July 2012, hbr.org/2012/07/i-wont-hire-people-who-usepoo?awid= 888503.  
In-text citation: (Wiens). 
*Caution: Use blogs with care, if at all. Present them in the proper context and explain that while 
the post may not be authoritative and/or was not reviewed by an editorial board (making it 
unreliable), it is indicative of a particular perspective and thus essential to your discussion.   
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Template for an Article from a Wire Service (AP, UPI, Reuters) 
Element  Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). * 
2. Title of Source. “Media Leaders Urge Tougher Protection for Journalists.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, DailyMail.com, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, (not needed when site/container and publisher are the same) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 5 Feb. 2016, 
9. Location. www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/ap/article-3433684/Media-...  
Optional Element C.  

Citation: “Media Leaders Urge Tougher Protection for Journalists.” DailyMail.com, 5 Feb. 2016, 
www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/ap/article-3433684/Media-leaders-urge-tougher-protection-
journalists.html.  
 

In-text citation: (“Media”). 
 

*This article was distributed by the Associated Press. Some citation generators identify the AP as 
the author. That is incorrect. Never credit news agencies (AP, UPI, Reuters, etc.) as the author.  
 
 

Template for Article Sponsored by University Website 
Element  Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First).  
2. Title of Source. “Waste Division: Recycling.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Montana State University: Sustainability at MSU, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Office of Sustainability, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date,  
9. Location. www.montana.edu/sustainability/programsandinitiatives/ 

wastediversion.html.*  
Optional Element C. Accessed on 27 May 2019.** 

Citation: “Waste Division: Recycling.” Montana State University:Sustainability at MSU, Office 
of Sustainability, www.montana.edu/sustainability/programsandinitiatives/wastediversion. 
html. Accessed on 27 May 2019. 
 

In-text citation: (“Waste Division”). 
 

 
*Omit the http:// or https:// when recording the location—the URL—of a website.  
 

To break up lengthy URLs on the works-cited page, insert the cursor only after slashes, hyphens, 
and periods. Insert a soft return (shift, return) to maintain the hanging indent.  

 

**(Include when there’s no date of publication; see D.35, first bullet.) 
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Template for a Periodical from MAS Complete, an EBSCO Database 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Al Hussein, Zeid Ra’ad. 
2.  Title of Source. “The United Nations Role in Securing Human Rights.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3.  Title of Container, UN Chronicle, 
4.  Other Contributors,  
5.  Version,   

 

 

 
Searching: Points of View Reference 
Center  
 

United Nations Human Rights 
 
 

6.  Number, vol. 53, no. 4, 
7.  Publisher, (not required for databases) 
Optional Element B,  
8.  Publication Date, Dec. 2016,        Author: Al Hussein, Zeid Ra’ad 

        Source: UN Chronicle. Dec. 2016, 
        Vol. 53, Issue 4, pp. 1-3. 
 

The United Nations Role in Securing Hu 
 

From the vantage point of the twenty-
first of human rights is. Few who witne 
have imagined its impact over the last se 
States. Rather, the treatment of individu  
across countries and continents. UN trans 

9.  Location. pp. 1-3. 
Optional Element C.  
Container 2 
3.  Title of Container, MAS Complete, 

4.  Other contributors,  

5.  Version,  

6.  Number,  
7.  Publisher, (not required for databases) 
8.  Publication Date,  
9.  Location. EBSCOhost. 

Citation: Al Hussein, Zeid Ra’ad. “The Role of the United Nations in Securing Human Rights.” 
UN Chronicle, vol. 53, no. 4, Dec. 2016. MAS Complete, EBSCOhost. 
 

In-text citation: (Al Hussein 2).  
 

Template for a Periodical from the SIRS Database 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Ripley, Mandy. 
2. Title of Source. “Outside the Gates.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Time, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, (not required for databases) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 21 Jan. 2002, 
9. Location. pp. 56+.* Include only when listed with publication information. 
Optional Element C.  
Container 2 
3. Title of Container, SIRS Issues Researcher, 
4. - 8.      Not needed for databases; removed from example for space considerations. 
9. Location. sks.sirs.com. 

Citation: Ripley, Mandy. “Outside the Gates.” Time, 21 Jan. 2002, pp. 56+. SIRS Issues Researcher, sks.sirs.com.  
 

In-text citation: (Ripley 58).*  
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Template for a Periodical from the JSTOR Database 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Bart, Pauline B. 
2. Title of Source. “Free Speech.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Off Our Backs, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number, vol. 17, no. 7, 
7. Publisher, (not required for databases) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, July 1987, 
9. Location. p. 27. 
Optional Element C.  
Container 2 
3. Title of Container, JSTOR, 
4. - 8.      Not needed for databases; removed from example for space considerations. 
9. Location. www.jstor.org. 

 

Citation: Bart, Pauline B. “Free Speech.” Off Our Backs, vol. 17, no. 7, July 1987, p. 27. JSTOR, 
www.jstor.org. 
 

In-text citation: (Bart 27).  
 

Template for Biography Reference Center, EBSCO   (typically used for books) 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Stevenson, Kiera. 
2. Title of Source. “Abraham Lincoln.” 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Historical U.S. Biographies, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher,* Great Neck Publishing,* (see note below) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 1 Aug. 2017. 
9. Location.  
Optional Element C.  
Container 2 
3. Title of Container, Biography Reference Center, 
4. - 8.      Not needed for databases; removed from example for space considerations. 
9. Location. EBSCOhost. 

Citation: Stevenson, Kiera. “Abraham Lincoln.” Historical U.S. Biographies, Great Neck 
Publishing, 1 Aug. 2017. Biography Reference Center, EBSCOhost. 
 

In-text citation: (Stevenson). 
*Publishers are not typically listed in database entries; however, whenever the original source was 
a book, as in this example, the original publisher of the book is required.  
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Template for a Government Website, Document 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
 

1. Name of Gov’t,        
    Agency, Sub-Agency. 

United States, Environmental Protection Agency, Office of 
Land and Emergency Management. 

2. Title of Source. Superfund Site: Libby Asbestos Site; Libby, MT. 

Optional Element A.  EPA 
 

Superfund Site: Libby Asbestos Site 
Libby, MT 
 

 

 

SITE BACKGROUND 
The Libby Asbestos site is located in Libby in Lincoln County 
Zonolite Company began vermiculite ore mining operations 
mine, bought by W. R. Grace in 1963, was contaminated wi 
asbestos called tremolite-actinolite series asbestos, often  
has been observed in air (indoor and outdoor ambient), ver 
indoor dust, soil, water, animal and fish tissue and various  
cleanup of the site is ongoing and cleanup at portions of th 

Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  

4. Other Contributors,  

5. Version,  

6. Number,  

7. Publisher, (not needed; publisher and 
agency share the same name) 

Optional Element B,  

8. Publication Date, 13 May 2017, 

9. Location. epa.gov/supercpad/info.id=0... 

Optional Element C.  
Citation: United States, Environmental Protection Agency,  Office of Land and Emergency Management May 13, 2017 

Office of Land and Emergency Management. Superfund Site: Libby Asbestos Site, Libby, MT. 13 May 
2017, epa.gov/supercpad/info.id=0801744.  

In-text citation: (United States).  
 

Template for a Congressional Document 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
 

1. Author: Gov’t, Cong.,         
    House or Senate. 

United States, Congress, House. 

2. Title of Source. H. R. 2372. 
 
GPO 
 

   115TH CONGRESS 
          1ST SESSION 
 

                                            H. R. 2372 
 

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1 
    to veteran health insurance and eligibili 
 
                                                    _____________________________ 
 
     IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATI 

 
                                    MAY 4, 2017 

 
MR. SAM  JOHNSON (for himself,  Mr. ROE of Te 
Mr. LAMBORN, Mr. SCHWEIKERT, Mr. BIL 
Mr. PAULSON, Mr. MARCHANT, Mr. BISHO 

Optional Element A.  

Container 1 

3. Title of Container,  

4. Other Contributors,  

5. Version,  

6. Number,  

7. Publisher, Government Printing Office, 

Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 4 May 2017, 
9. Location. www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/2372. 
Optional Element C. 115th Congress, 1st Session, House Report 2372, lines 2.9-12. 

 

Citation: United States, Congress, House. H. R. 2372. Government Printing Office, 4 May  
2017, www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/2372. 115th Congress, 1st Session,  
House Report 2372, lines 2.9-12.  (See D.35, Optional Element C, 5th bullet) 
 

In-text citation: (United States).  
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Template for a Primary Document from an Archive 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Howe, Oliver R. 
2. Title of Source. Letter to Samuel Howe.* 
Optional Element A. 11 Nov. 1877. 
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Collection 2264: Oliver R. Howe Papers, 1877-1878, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher,  
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date,  
9. Location. Montana State U Special Collections and Archives. 
Optional Element C. Manuscript.** 

 

Citation: Howe, Oliver R. Letter to Samuel Howe. 11 Nov. 1877. Collection 2264: Oliver R. 
Howe Papers, 1877-1878, Montana State U Special Collections and Archives. Manuscript. 
In-text citation: (Howe). 
*If the source is not titled, simply describe the item. 
 

**Optional Element C, above, identifies the medium of the primary document (D.35, 2nd bullet). 
 

Template for Photograph from a Secondary Source 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Lange, Dorthea. 
2. Title of Source. Migrant Mother. (Titled photos are italicized.) 
Optional Element A. 1936.* 
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Time, 100 Photos, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, (not needed when site/container and publisher are the same) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 2017, 
9. Location. 100photos.time.com/photos/dorothea-lange-migrant-mother.** 
Optional Element C.  

Citation: Lange, Dorthea. Migrant Mother. 1936. Time, 100 Photos, 2917, 100photos.time.com/ 
photos/dorothea-lange-migrant-mother. 
In-text citation: (Lange). 
 

*Optional Element A gives the date Lange took the photograph, which is contextually important. 
See D.34, 1st bullet. 
 
**Omit the http:// or https:// when recording the location—the URL—of a website. To break up 
lengthy URLs on the works-cited page, insert the cursor only after slashes, hyphens, and periods. 
Insert a soft return (shift, return) to maintain the hanging indent.   
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Template for an Object Found Online (art, photo, illustration, etc.)  
Since many students begin their image searches through Google, the search for this photograph 
began with Google images as well.  

 

 

 

 
 

Above are two screenshots. The first is the image from the search; at its right is the link Google 
provides to visit the page. Never cite Google Search; always visit the page by clicking on the 
“Visit,” button and then cite that page. We see two options. The first cites the photo only: 
 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First).  
2. Title of Source. Photo of The Dedication of Libby Dam in Libby, Montana, on 

August 24, 1975. (Titled photos are italicized.) 
Optional Element A.*  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, National Archives: Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library and 

Museum, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number, White House Photograph A6163-03A, 
7. Publisher,  
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, (if publication date is lacking, record access date, Element C) 
9. Location. fordlibrarymuseum.tumblr.com/post/127477689695/the-

dedication-of-libby-dam-president/amp. 
Optional Element C. Accessed 25 Apr. 2018. 

 

Option 1  The photograph of the dedication is the focus. 
 

 

Citation: Photo of The Dedication of Libby Dam in Libby, Montana, on August 24, 1975. “The 
Dedication of Libby Dam.” National Archive: Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library and Museum, 
White House Photograph A6163-03A, fordlibrarymuseum.tumblr.com/post/127477689695/the-
dedication-of-libby-dam-president. Accessed 25 Apr. 2018. 
 

In-Text Citation: (Photo). 
 

Note: The photographer is unnamed so the entry begins with the label “Photo of” and the title of 
the picture (obtained by visiting the page). Include the date an online source was accessed when 
the date of publication is not provided. It’s a good idea anyway to include the access date in 
optional element C, as most sites/pages can be removed or altered at any time.  
 

Option 2  If the focus were on the article, the works-cited entry would begin with the title of the 
article on the Web page that accompanies the photograph:  
 

 

Citation: “The Dedication of Libby Dam.” National Archive: Gerald R. Ford Presidential 
Library and Museum, fordlibrarymuseum.tumblr.com/post/127477689695/the-dedication-of-
libby-dam-president/amp. Accessed 25 Apr. 2018.  
 

In-text citation: (“Dedication”). 
 

Here, only the article is named as the source; the photo itself is not mentioned in the entry. While 
the writer could, if pertinent, make reference to the photo in the text of the paper, the in-text 
citation would reference the article only (“Dedication”), tying it to the works-cited page.  
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Template for Table, Chart, Graph, Illustration, or Figure 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Royte, Elizabeth. 
2. Title of Source. “How Ugly Fruits and Vegetables Can Help Solve World 

Hunger: Lost En Route.” 
Optional Element A.*  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, National Geographic, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher,  
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, Mar. 2016, 
9. Location. www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2016/03/global-food-

waste-statistics. 
Optional Element C. Chart. 

 

Citation: Royte, Elizabeth. “How Ugly Fruits and Vegetables Can Help Solve World Hunger: 
Lost En Route.” National Geographic, Mar. 2016, www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/ 
2016/03/global-food-waste-statistics. Chart. 
 

In-text citation: (Royte). 
 
 

*Optional Element C, above, identifies the medium of the source. See D.35, 2nd bullet. 
 

 

NOTE: Type the appropriate label (“Table/Chart/Graph/Fig 1)” above the inserted graphic; under 
that, type the title of the graphic (here, it’s “Lost En Route”). Type the source information as an 
entry on the works-cited page or directly under the graphic (see below). If under the graphic, hit a 
return after the source information, indent .5,” type “a.” and briefly describe what the chart details. 
 

Chart 
“Lost En Route” 

 

 

 

Royte, Elizabeth. “How Ugly Fruits and Vegetables Can Help Solve World Hunger: Lost En 
Route.” National Geographic, National Geographic Publishers, Mar. 2016,  
www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2016/03/global-food-waste-statistics.  
 

 a. Of all food types, fruits and vegetables are often bruised or damaged during transit and so 
suffer the greatest rate of destruction. Roughly a third of the food produced worldwide, or 2.9 
trillion pounds, never makes it to the table.  
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Template for Titled Artwork or Artifact (viewed in an exhibit) 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Russell, Charles M. 
2. Title of Source. Moving Out. 
Optional Element A. 1897.* 
Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher,  
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date,  
9. Location. Montana Historical Society, Helena. 
Optional Element C. Painting.** 

 

Citation: Russell, Charles M. Moving Out. 1897. Montana Historical Society, Helena. Painting. 
In-text citation: (Russell). 
 

*Optional Element A, above, gives the date Russell painted the piece, which is contextually 
important. See D.34, 1st bullet.  
**Optional Element C, above, identifies the source as a painting. See D.35, 2nd bullet. 
 

Template for Untitled Artwork or Artifact (viewed online) 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Curley. 
2. Title of Source. Drawing of a yellow figure of an American Indian.* 
Optional Element A. 1886-1887.** 
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Montana Historical Society: Museum Collections Online, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher,  
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date,  
9. Location. mhsmuseum.pastperfectonline.com/webobject/8C9D85FE-

3839-4C63-B9E6-134360173170. 
Optional Element C. Accessed 30 Mar. 2020. 

 

Citation: Curley. Drawing of a yellow figure of an American Indian. 1886-1887. Montana 
Historical Society: Museum Collections Online, mhsmuseum.pastperfectonline.com/webobject/ 
8C9D85FE-3839-4C63-B9E6-134360173170. Accessed 30 Mar. 2020. 
 

In-text citation: (Curley). 
 

*Curley (one of Custer’s Crow Scouts) would not have titled his drawing, so a description of the 
piece serves as the title. 
 

**Optional Element A, above, gives the date Curley drew the picture, which is contextually 
important. See D.34, 1st bullet.  
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Template for Social Media: YouTube* 

Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Toro, Sabrina. 
2. Title of Source. The Tao of Physics. 
Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, YouTube, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, (Unnecessary. YouTube is not a publisher; rather, it provides a 

platform for others to post/publish their videos.) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 16 Feb. 2017, 
9. Location. www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xgD4nKV06M. 

Optional Element C.  

 Citation: Toro, Sabrina. The Tao of Physics. YouTube, 16 Feb. 2017, www.youtube.com/ 
 watch?v=kBJFJVZMnlo. 
In-text citation: (Toro). 
 

Template for Social Media: Twitter* 
Element Details Appropriate to Element 
1. Person Posting; 
    can be username. 

Obama, Barack. [or @BarackObama.] 

2. Title of Source. 
    (provide only first few  
     lines of lengthy tweets) 

“On International Women’s Day, @MichelleObama and I are 
inspired by all of you who embrace your power to drive 
change.”  

Optional Element A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Twitter, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, (Unnecessary. YouTube is not a publisher; rather, it provides a 

platform for others to post their videos.) 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 8 Mar. 2017, 1:14 p.m., 
9. Location. twitter.com/BarackObama/status/839585255703080968. 
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: @BarackObama. “On International Women’s Day, @MichelleObama and I are inspired 
by all of you who embrace your power to drive change.” 8 Mar. 2017, 1:14 p.m., Twitter, 
twitter.com/BarackObama/stat... 
In-text citation: (@BarackObama). 
 

*Caution: Use self-published communications from social media postings and blogs with care, if 
at all, and present them in the proper context. Explain that the post may not be authoritative and/or 
was not reviewed by an editorial board (making it unreliable), but that it is indicative of a 
particular perspective and thus essential to your discussion. 
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Template for Television Series on Blu-ray (or DVD) 

Element Details Appropriate for Source 
1. Author (Last Name, First).  
2. Title of Source. “Ladies in Waiting.” 
Optional Source A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Masterpiece: Victoria, 
4. Other Contributors, directed by Tom Vaughn, written by Daisy Goodwin, 
5. Version, Blu-ray, 
6. Number, season 1, episode 2, 
7. Publisher, PBS, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 2017, 
9. Location.  disc 1. 
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: “Ladies in Waiting.” Masterpiece: Victoria, directed by Tom Vaughn, written by Daisy 
Goodwin, Blu-ray, season 1, episode 2, PBS, 2017, disc 1. 
In-text citation: (“Ladies”). 
 

Template for a Film Viewed Online or from a Streaming Service 
Element Details Appropriate for Source 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Burns, Ken, director. 
2. Title of Source. “The Universe of Battle.” 
Optional Source A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, The Civil War, 
4. Other Contributors, consultants David McCullough and Shelby Foote, 
5. Version,  
6. Number, episode 5, 
7. Publisher, PBS, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 1990, 
9. Location.   
Optional Element C.  
Container 2 
3. Title of Container, Netflix, 
4. Other Contributors,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,   
7. Publisher, (not needed when site/container and publisher are the same) 
8. Publication Date,  
9. Location. www.netflix.com/title/70202577. 

 

Citation: Burns, Ken, director. “The Universe of Battle.” The Civil War, consultants David 
McCullough and Shelby Foote, episode 5, PBS, 1990. Netflix, www.netflix.com/title/70202577. 
In-text citation: (Burns).  
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Template for a Review or Criticism (of a book, movie, performance, etc.) 
Element Details Appropriate for Source 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Kumarasamy, Akil. 
2. Title of Source. Review of “Half Gods: A Début Collection Explores Strife, 

Trauma, and a Lifetime Loving Strangers.”* 
Optional Source A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, The New Yorker, 
4. Other Contributors, by Katy Waldman, 
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Condé Nast, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 7 June 2018, 
9. Location.  www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/akil-kumarasamys-

half-gods-a-debut-collection-explores-strife-trauma-and-a-
lifetime-loving-strangers. 

Optional Element C.  
Citation: Kumarasamy, Akil. Review of “Half Gods: A Début Collection Explores Strife, 
Trauma, and a Lifetime Loving Strangers.” The New Yorker, by Katy Waldman, 7 June 2018, 
www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/akil-kumarasamys-half-gods-a-debut-collection . . . 

In-text citation: (Kumarasamy). 
 

*Begin the title of the source with an unformatted term that signifies the purpose of the source. 
 

Template for a Podcast 
Element Details Appropriate for Source 
1. Author (Last Name, First).  
2. Title of Source. “I Thought It Would Be Easier.” 
Optional Source A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, This American Life, 
4. Other Contributors, hosted by Ira Glass, 
5. Version, podcast, 
6. Number, no. 636, 
7. Publisher, Chicago Public Media / National Public Radio,* 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 19 Jan. 2018, 
9. Location.  www.npr.org/podcasts/381444650/this-american-life. 
Optional Element C.  

Citation: “I Thought It Would Be Easier.” This American Life, hosted by Ira Glass, podcast,  
no. 636, Chicago Public Media / National Public Radio, 19 Jan. 2018, www.npr.org/podcasts/ 
381444650/this-american-life. 
 

In-text citation: (“I Thought”). 
 

*When publishers share equal responsibility for the work, list each in the order provided and 
separate them with a forward slash; insert one space on each side of the slash.  
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Template for a Downloaded Audio Recording  
Element Details Appropriate for Source 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Albinoni, Tomaso. 
2. Title of Source. Sinfonia in G Major Si 7: II. Adagio. 
Optional Source A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors, Copernicus Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Horst Sohm, 
5. Version, MP3 file, 
6. Number,  
7. Publisher,  
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, created 5 July 2018. 
9. Location.   
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Albinoni, Tomaso. Sinfonia in G Major Si 7: II. Adagio. Copernicus Chamber 
Orchestra, conducted by Horst Sohm, MP3 file, created 5 July 2018. 
 

In-text citation: (Albinoni). 
 
Template for a Live Performance (same composer, work, conductor) 

Element Details Appropriate for Source 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Albinoni, Tomaso. 
2. Title of Source. Sinfonia in G Major Si 7: II. Adagio. 
Optional Source A.  
Container 1 
3. Title of Container,  
4. Other Contributors, Copernicus Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Horst Sohm, 
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher, Spokane Friends of Music, 
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, 15 Dec. 2017, 
9. Location.  Martin Woldson Theatre at the Fox, Spokane. 
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Albinoni, Tomaso. Sinfonia in G Major Si 7: II. Adagio. Copernicus Chamber 
Orchestra, conducted by Horst Sohm, Spokane Friends of Music, 15 Dec. 2017, Martin Woldson 
Theatre at the Fox, Spokane. 
 

In-text citation: (Albinoni). 
 

************  
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Finally, a word about CITATION GENERATORS . . . 
Why bother with this handbook for help with documentation when databases and 
online citation generators kick out citations already formatted for you? Well, 
buyer beware. The results will very likely be incorrect—a big reason why MLA 
will not endorse any citation generator. 
 

You cannot trust such citations for two reasons. One, the folks behind them—
SIRS and EBSCO, EasyBib, Citation Machine and their ilk—apparently never 
actually consult MLA, though each promises a correctly formatted citation. And 
two, it can be confusing to know just which fields presented are actually 
necessary, or even just what it is each calls for. The only citation generator we can 
endorse, and reluctantly so—simply on principle—is OSLIS, the Oregon School 
Library Information System. It is by far the most accurate we’ve found, and it is 
the only one your English teacher will allow. However, the operator—that’s 
you—is part of the problem. If you don’t understand what’s required, you will 
likely insert your own errors. Perhaps you are accustomed—or simply content—
to letting technologies like citation generators do the work for you. In short, you 
haven’t learned what the elements encapsulate or how to construct a citation 
on your own, and—more critically—you haven’t learned how to use 
resources like this style manual, an important skill to practice. At the very 
least, even with OSLIS, check the results against the samples provided in this 
handbook—and then revise the entry generated accordingly. 
 

Truly, it is easier to create the works-cited entry yourself, especially since MLA 
has simplified things. A degree of guesswork is always involved when using 
this handbook, Purdue OWL, or any citation generator, but if you model your 
entry on the corresponding template in the handbook, you will have a better idea 
about which elements are required. In the end, you must search your source for 
the information required anyway, and regardless of whether you use a 
citation generator or follow these templates, you must still type the 
bibliographic information. If you learn to follow this handbook, you will 
become a more self-sufficient, more independent learner. That’s the goal. 

***************** 
Classroom sets of the handbook are on hand in each English classroom. See the 
staff at the Academic Support Center if you would like to have your own 
handbook to annotate and highlight or if you simply need to borrow a copy. The 
handbook is also available online; you are welcome to print whatever you need at 
home. 
 

We encourage you to visit the Academic Support Center for help with any facet of 
writing or research. You can also find help from the MLA Style Center, a website 
that guides students through various aspects of writing and documentation 
<https://style.mla.org/>. Purdue OWL also assists with citations, though you must 
still puzzle entries out because OWL, like MLA, will not generate them for you.   
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Some teachers and their classes will find this useful, so please excuse this last-
minute addition to the Fall 2020 printing of the handbook.  
 

Template for Primary Source from an Instructor-Assembled Source Pack 

Element Details Appropriate to Source 
1. Author (Last Name, First). Roosevelt, Franklin D., and Raymond Moley. 
2. Title of Source. “Franklin D. Roosevelt’s First Inaugural Address.” 
Optional Source A. 4 Mar. 1933. 
Container 1 
3. Title of Container, Course Pack for American Studies: Presidential Speeches, 
4. Other Contributors, compiled by Ryan Shupp and Connor Hausauer,  
5. Version,  
6. Number,  
7. Publisher,  
Optional Element B,  
8. Publication Date, Fall 2019, 
9. Location.  p. 9 (or Bozeman High School, Bozeman, MT).* 
Optional Element C.  

 

Citation: Roosevelt, Franklin D., and Raymond Moley. “Franklin D. Roosevelt’s First Inaugural 
Address.” 4 Mar. 1933. Course Pack for American Studies: Presidential Speeches, compiled by 
Ryan Shupp and Connor Hausauer, Fall 2019, p. 9. 
 

In-text citation: (Roosevelt and Moley). 
 

*If your instructor numbered (or otherwise marked) the pages within the pack, use that as the 
location. If not, provide the place where the pack itself is located. 

************************ 
NOTES 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

“If it is not documented, it doesn’t exist . . . 
As long as information is retained in someone’s head, it is vulnerable to loss.” 

 

~ Louis Fried, technology writer 


